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PREFACE

I-J
U
>1

About " of the tropical cyclones in the world
originate in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea in an
year (Gray, 1975). Of these, the majority have their
genesis over the Bay of Bengal, striking the east coast
of India and the coast of Bangladesh. The dangerous
part of the cyclones is the surge generated by them
when they cross the coast. The magnitude of devastation
due to a storm surge can be fathomed and understood from

the two nohiious surges of I970 and I977, where the
former took away more than 200,000 lives in Bangladesh
and the death toll in the latter rose to more than
l0,000 apart from heavy loss of live stock and damages
to the crop, buildings etc.

It became so usual for the east coast of India
to face atleast IO to 15 cyclones every year, out of which
3 to 4 may reach the deep depression stage. As a result
the east coast of India experiences frequent heavy damages
of varying intensities due to storm surges and it is also
not unusual to experience a calamitous deluge once in a
decade or so. Loss of life and damages can be minimised
only if the magnitude of the surge could be predicted
atleast a day in advance. Therefore, an attempt to study
the storm surges generated by the cyclones that strike the
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east coast of India and suggest a method of predicting. " ‘them through nomogram§b&

The thesis comprises of six chapters with
subsections as detailed 5olow:~

Chapter I

Chapter IV

Chapter V

Chapter VI

Chapter II

.-.
1Chapter III

Introduction

Section I: Storm surges
Section II: Sea level variations
Section III: Description of the area
5ection IV: Treatment of the data

Case studies of storm surges along the
east coast of India

Sea level variations along the east coast
of India.

Jomograms

Discussion

Summary and conclusions.
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CHAPTER I
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For some years at the turn of the century
scientists alluded the cyclone as one of the simplest
of atmospheric disturbances as a symmetric circulation
of an ideal vortex in a barotropic environment. But for
its awesome destructivity it was felt by many to be of
trivial academic interest only.

After several decades of observing the cyclones
from research aircraft, after nearly a decade of
monitoring its environment with weather satellites, and
after numerous experiments with numerical simulation
models of its circulation, scientists have established
the cyclone as one of the most challenging problems
in marine meteorology.

Cyclonic circulation is not a simple or ideal
vortex. The circulation properties depend mostly on
the intimate coupling between air and sea surface
through the mixed layer. However, such a coupling
is less important in the developmental phase of a
tropical cyclone than it is in its mature stage.
Sufficient energy in the form of latent heat of conden
sation is available, from the influx of moist tropical
air to set the heat pump in operation,



to make fall the surface pressure in the core of the
disturbance by 1O to l5 mb and to sustain winds of gale
force.

As the organised winds of a tropical storm begin
to sweep the sea and disturb the upper few tens of metres,
the coupling of the atmosphere and sea nlays a decisive
role in its development. The storm system cannot acquire
hurricane strength and contract the circle of maximum
winds tightly around the eye of the storm unless the heat
content of the inspiraling tropical air is augmented by
12 to 15%. And this augmentation can only come from a
flux of heat directly from the ocean reservoir.

Another aspect of air—sea counling that is more
dramatic and is of great oractical significance is the
generation and maintenance of the potential for storm
surge, a phenomenon that brings disastrous inundation
and often responsible for collosal loss of life and
properiy along coastal areas as a deep depression moves
inland. The potential for a storm surge is generated
over the open seas by a unique and intricate combination
of two factors, the first of which is the ‘inverted
barometer‘ which is the hydrostatic rise in sea level due
to the atmospheric pressure drop in the cyclone area and
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the other the large scale swirl or vorticity of water
generated by the stresses of inspiraling winds on the
water surface.

In deep water, the uplift of the sea surface
measures only in tens of centimetres over distances of
kilometres. Due to the asymmetry of wind stresses, the
maximum vorticity or swirling transport of water occurs
to the right and abreast of the storm centre in the
northern hemisphere. In deep water, this vorticity
extends its influence deep into the thermocline to
trigger internal waves, but does not contribute to a
significant rise in sea level until the system approaches
shallow water. Where water depths decrease to 90 m or
less, the deep column of swirling water set in motion by
the wind stress begins to sweep the bottom, and the whole
column tends to shrink suddenly. Since vorticity is a
conservative property, there must be either a divergence
of mass or an uplift of the sea surface. As bottom
friction retards divergence, the result is an uplift of
the sea surface which, combined with the inverted
barometer effect, reaches a peak height on the right of
the moving centre,1flear the position of maximum sustained
winds. The mound or water thus generated in this manner,
is what is known as the storm surge.



A storm surge is usually defined as '2 raising
or lowering of see level produced by wind and by changes
in atmospheric pressure over the sea associated with a
storm‘ (Heaps, 1967). The atmospheric pressure usually
acts in e stetical sense and its dynamic contribution is

-J
\F)
*4
Q1
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quite nGgligibl0 (Means, l967; Pranfgq, _ Ali, l98Oa),
As the atmospheric pressure on the sea surface falls, the
see level rises through inverted barometer or sucking
effect. This rise is generally known as the staticnl

J)
(- I
"2‘>4

rise. The ."'ticel contribution is about 0.0l m oer one mb
pressure drop which was first examined by Gissler in 1747
for the Gulf of Bothnia. Since then, observations at
other regions have shown this to be n common rule
(hossiter, 1962).

wind is the main cause of surge generation. hflnd
exerts tangential as well 38 normal stresses on the water
underneath: the effect of the letter being extremely small
(mainly because water is considered incompressible) compared

with that of the former. The tangential stress drives water
in the direction of the wind in tho beginning, and later
under the influence of the earth's rotation, it is

ri
3.
O

deflected to right in the northern hemisphere and
to the left in the southern hemisphere. Thus, a long
water wave or storm wave (i.e., storm surge) is generated,



in the sea. when this water movement is imoeded by a
coast, the surge height usually tends to rise as the
coast is aheroached and results in coastal flooding.

The amolitude of the surge deoends directly
on the strength of the wind. when the cyclone is in
deep water far from the coast; the generated surge
is not so dangerous because counter currents in the
sub:}urfacc layers are immediately set—up and they tend
to maintain the sea surface at level. when the cyclone
aporoaches the coast the counter currents are retarded
or nearly blocked by the frictional forces at the shallow
bottom. As a result, the piling—ue of water against
the coast takes Dl3COa

Imnlicit in its definition is the fact that a
surge can be either positive or negative. A negative
surge is defined as the fall of water surface below the
mean sea level. It occurs only on the left hand side of
the cyclone where the wind is effshore when looking in
the direction of the moving cyclone(in the northern
hemisohere). Alternatively, a positive surge occurs
on the right hand side of a cyclone due to the onshore
comnonent of wind. Unless, otherwise stated, a storm
surge means here the aositive surge, end estimates show



that most of the disasters caused by n cyclone are
due to oositive surges.

A storm surge is sometimes considered under
three categories: fore~runner, erober surge and
resurgence (Miller, 1957). A fore—runner is the g
rise in water level along the coast well before th
arrival of the cyclone. This occurs when the cycl
is at s considerable distance from the coast. In
pre-satellite days, the fore-runners were used as
indicators of the formstion and impending dangers
a cyclone. The ‘surge proper‘ is the substantial
sudden rise in water level that accemoanies the cy
and is the orincienl cause of damage. Resurgence
generally attributed to the free motion of witer
returning to its nerssl level after the cyclone cr
the coast.

Sometimcs storm surges are confused with ti
waves. But the two hove different origins. A sto
surge, as described earlier, is of meteorological
whereas s tidal wave, a misnomer, is ceused due to
submarine disturbances such as volcanic eruptions,
earth—quakes, turbidity currents and the like.
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Once e storm surge is generated, its amolitude

may be modified by several factors. Some of the
imoortsnt factors ares

i) deoth of the basin end tomography of the shelf
area

ii) sheoe of the basin (configuration of the coast
line)

iii) size and intensity of the storm
iv) tIfiCk of the storm (angle of incidence of the

storm with resoect to the coast line)
v) ohese of the astronomical tides
vi) presence of inlets, such as rivers, creeks,

csnals, estuaries, backwaters and islands at the
.1. fandf 0

The surge height is inversely related to the
deoth of water. Consequently surge height gets
amolified in e shnllow region, as water is eriven from
deener to shallower “res, water level must rise for
continuity reason. At this time, s return current
develooed underneath is retarded by the strong

H
'3"
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frictional influence at shallow bottom. Further,



the surge height is accentuated on n converging coast
(such as Gangetic Gonst of the Bay of Bengil) than on an
open coest. Storm surges are usunlly higher to the
right of the trier (Dis, 1972; Ali, 1979). when the
peak surge arrives at the time of high tide, the surge
effect becomes disastrous. However, tidG¢ end surge do.
not interact linearly, which espect makes the surge
prediction complicated.

The presence of rivers. cinels, creeks, estuaries
and backwaters sometimes makes the surge effect worse.
Dynamically, 2 river system is imeortint for two reasons,
viz., i) variations in the amount of fresh water discharge
may further modify the see surface elevation resulting from
surge and tide, and ii) rivers allow n eotsntiilly deep
inlind oenetretion of saline surge water leading to
inland flooding during the eeriod of cyclone. This latter
effect is commonly referred to as ‘the tidel bore‘ which
mgnifests in the running of sea water like n wall against
the fresh weter discherge. This situdtion CTUSQS two
kinds of hazards — flooding in the low—lying areas of
the river bwnks close to the mouth and scarcity of
fresh witer for drinking and other essential needs of

to
I-1;)
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human livelihood. Rivers it the heed of the of Bengal
ere, oerhaos, the best exvmoles of such e situation.



The nrescnce of beckwwters ind estunries modifies
the surge in 9 different way. As these water bodies are
fully or pwrtiilly enclosed, the sudden incursion of
water from the deco sen into the basin "bruetly
incresses the water level of the body and as a
consequence, sudden flooding may tnke place in the
hinterland.

Islands helD to emelify the mdgnitude of the
surge by constraining the storm surge water as it
rushes through the chennels between them. As 3 result
of the sudden onrush of water into the chsnnel, the
isldnds are flooded. The rushing of water between thc
islands may else csuse cosstnl erosion due to the effect
of storm surge diffriction.

l.lQ2.
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Meier <_ -r vulnerable to surg _

Most of the records of storm surges sretfrom
United States, United Kingdom, Finland, Netherlands,
Jnoan, India end d few from Germany. Obviously, these
are the countries which suffer most due to storm surges

and they are therefore best studied there. Among them
the worst sufferers are countries surrounding the North
Sea, the Atlantic Ce st of the United States, the
Jannnese Coasts in the Pacific, the coasts of Dhillipnin
and the coastal arens bordering thc Bey of Bengal.

OS
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Storm surges have also occurred in lakes and
qulfs such as Lake Okeechobee, Lake Erie. Lake hichigan,

e
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Lame diwa, the fiulf of la, tho Gulf of mexico and
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the Persian Among Ihc c"untries surrounding t1G
say of Bengal and Arabian $ea, indie and uanqladeshA \- - .
are the worst affected by storm surqos.

l.l.3. Historical resu~° of surqe stuuies:. .4. s-0 . ~_ .‘$1 ;IIO-Ir-'_-‘in-.'i' '_1<--.0‘ 2-7'" a.>.-§- .- us. I --  -Q .' -I -.-.--9.:r—-r 1' .1 13‘ "D-|v:7'-"'r:- .' --8' I A--' I ‘#44-Fl

it may be stated that cur uncerstanding of the
theory of storm surges has oegun alonq with the theory-L ..
of waves and tides as described by Airy ). Since

kg.
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-53
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thon’many contributions have been made by numerous

_-<\ I

authors to he study of storm surges either directly
or indirectly. [Much of this early infonmation was
summarized by welander ilfiél). Heaps (1957) and
Ligitzin (1974). These early studies were develooed in

‘SJ
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two phases, before and - mr the world Jar ll.
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important contribu - Io storm surge studies
have been made only  tor QL-'~)L7Li-i, Q-V€'I7i'-‘(I-l<.\'3L1-f]?i’1 a

references prior to 1909 are available (Reid, 1849;
wheeler, 1se5,1s9o, Qktt 7; Henry, iaoo). All
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these workers not only studied tides and waves but also
mcntioued aoout the changes in water levels.



Between 190G find l93O, contributions to the

knowledge of stern surges (it was called storm tide fit
thnt time) were limited to about 10 to 15% of the totnl
number of onocrs oublished, on tht subject of wnves find

I-‘
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tides {Bretschnoider, ). Chrystnl (l%O6)
investigated the orobltm of soiches in Loch Ern from
the ooint of hydrodynamics and field surveys and Honda
(1915) studied lnke seiches in Jonono lb oooenrs that
some of the more imnortint investigations began with the
works of Eliot (1900), Abott (1913), Tnylor (1916,1s1s,
1920), Cline , Potterssen (1921), Jeffroys (1926),
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Marmer (1926), Proudmnn and uoodson (1926) and
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Contributions to this subject were quite limited
in number between l93O ind 1945, oerhnns, because of the
wwr. Nevertheless, some of the more important works on
storm surges aooewred during this neriod. For oximnlo,
Cline (1933) worked on tides nnd coastnl currents
developed by tropical cyclones. Montgomery (1935),
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find Rossby and Montgomery (l935,l936) died the
vertical distributions and wind stresses over waters
Arakawo and Yoshitnke (1939) investigated the rise in
elevation of the sea surfnce under a moving squall line.
The work of Hollstrom (1941) on wind notion on lakes
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brought out the cancent of wind setup theory. The
application of the concept of hydrodynamics to surges
was also initiated during ‘ ariod by Lamb {l945).
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Incidentally, the 6.5. Army Corps of Engineers began to
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geport data on hurricanes since that we£€highly
useful for the studies on storm surges. About the
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same time, '.e U.3. Heather Bureau began to prepare charts
on hurricanes and hurricane surges. Most of this.  J- , 1 ~ O /
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1n"ormation was documonueu by neider (1907).

Perhaps,o¢er 75% of all the contributions on
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surges have fi@pUKIGd after and the literaturé was
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reviewed SSltGI (19 welander (1961),
Aretschneider (1967), Heaps (1967), Lisitzin (1974) and
Flather (1977).

In the past, storm surges have been nrofitably
studied by eapirical and statistical methods (witting,
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l9l8; Doodson, l9Q4 Corkan, r Aossiter, 1959b;
Roars, l;68). fiut in recent times, theoretical studies
have been actively pursued by numerical integrations
in time and.spaco, involvino viscosity and bottom./
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friction. One of a first efforts on these lines wcs
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that of Kivisild (1954) for tt- Jlfld ‘:1 surge)
computation in the Lake Okeechobee. He carried t the
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commutation manual However, the advent of electronic
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computer soon accelerated the development of theoretical
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model studies in this fiel Later, Hansen
computed the storm surge in the North See induced by
‘Holland-Orken' of 1953, and Platzman (1958) computed

the surge in the Lake Michigan accompanied by the moving
squall line of 26 June 1954 from the standpoint of
forecasting. The important feature that these studies
have in common is the principle of numerical integration
of the relevant dynamical equations. In these, responses
of various factors that cause the surge are numerically
estimated as functions of known dynamic processes using
the local boundary conditions to the integrated hydrodynamic

equations. Subsequently,many workers extended storm surge
investigation along these lines. Our knowledge has been
enhanced and modified through the works of Svansson (1953),
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Fischer (l959), Uusitalo Henning (1962) and
Platzman (1963). Of late, storm surge studies have been
greatly benefitted by the application of numerical

Q0

models of the second and third order (Heaps, l97l,l@73
Clfiwke, 1974). Much of the literature on numerical
model studies appears from United Kingdom, United States
and Japan.
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the seas around lncia have been ouolished by

fi.numoor of qanoral reviews and descriptions
of individual cvclones ans the associated surgo;s in- I 9 \a\J
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India meteorological Qepartmont. most of these studies
are confinod to the Bay of Bengal rather than the
Arabian Sea mainly because tho east coast of India and
the coastal parts of.3a

m
I3‘

e are more vulnerable
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to the ;ffCCtS of the storn surges and also because
more number of cyclones originate in the Bay of dengal
(Tabla l). Pertinent I¢f3IQflCOS from this area are
those of iliot (l9uO), uunn (l962), nay of fiengal Pilot

./

(_].‘96L‘J)

'l‘:)€>6b),I~iatna2n and Nayar (

Frank and Aussain (1971), Flierl and nobinson

@

5haskara.Rao {l968), Bhaskara flao and mazumdar(19568,
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Janardhan (1967),
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was (l972), das gt_Ql. (1974), Flather (1977),
Ghosh (l977,l98U,l93l), Johns (i977), Ali {l979,l98Oa,
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i9sob,1sso¢,19soa,19so@, ?*_a,l98lb,l962), Sharma and

Satyanarayana Murty (1979
,. ,_dubs gt_al. (19s1,19s2) and Johns it al. (ios1,i,

Johns .1“
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Sinc: those studios span over a period of siqhty years
Pnd involve savoral approaches to the study of storm
surgos, it is felt dssiraole to survey
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e more important
literature in some dntnil,
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Eliot (1900) described the wccumulnting water
associated with the cyclone at the Hooghly estuary,
cs the ndvencing will of wnter uostrenm due to the
CfilCUtt3 Cyclone of Gctober 1864 and the storm surge
of 46 ft csused by the Becker Gunge Cyclone of October
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1876. Edy of Bengal Pilot mentioned thnt very strong
winqbenernted currents occurring in the Bay of Bengal
during the period of cyclone could influence the sen
levels to rise when they imoinge on the continental
shelf. Rntnam and Nayir (1966) suggested thnt the
resonnnt coupling mechanism of the kind shown by
Proudmen (1929) occurs when tha soecd of the travelling
stmosoheric nressure disturbence mntches thnt of free
grsvity wnves cnused by the wind in shallow water.

Bhas “ Rae end Mnzumdnr (l96og develooed

./\
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a technique for forecnsting storm waves. This technique
is based on the evaluation of relative values of
different fwctors that ceusc storm Waves viz., i) the
astronomical tide, ii) the inverted bnrometer effect,
iii) the effect of piling un of sen wnter ngninst the
coest by onshore winds of the cyclonic storm, iv) the
effect of individuil waves and v) the swell of the
fore—runners. A few documented cnses of pwst storm
WTVQS have been tested on the bnsis of this technique.
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Jnnardhnn (1967) estimated surge heights it
§?@3I Island on tho basis of static wind setuo,
?SSUfiifiQ " hwloncc between wind stross Tfid surfece

slope, xnd come out with some success. The mein
OOICufitTg¢ dcvistion of the computed VTiUCS from the

obselved, for six instences studied, wos found to be only
10% which suggests thit the wind oile~up effect exolnins
ncwrly 90x of the voriotion from the oredictcd tidol
height.

O

All other investigftions nertiin to the
simulotion of the numerical models of surges in the
northern port of of Bengal. “ ovrly effors made
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on these lines in the Boy of uengol were ose of
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Das (1972) find Fliorl and yobinsen (1972).

Q38 (1972), in his nrediction model, idefilized
the storm using predictive equations for prsssurt and
radicl wind soeeds, and assumed w uniform core soeod for

it. This wos to equations of motion and continuity

Pa
o
Q.

to derive the movement of witer m ss. Frictional force
of the wind W78 considered to be the driving force and
bottom stress components were evwluated sssuming 1 steady

Ekmnn Spirol. For such 1 system, frictional stress is
orooortionol to the totnl tI?fi8OOIt of water? His
comoutotions showed " miximum surge of 2 to 3 m at o



distance of 40 km southwest of Chittagong. Though the

computed amplitude is hi her than the observed, the
author pointed out that considering the uncertainties
in computing the frictional stress and ambiguity in
tide gauge d ta readings, the computed amplitudes

L)

were of the right order of magnitude.

Flierl and Robinson (1972) constructed graphs
which could estimate the maximum surge height as a
function of maximum wind speed, the speed of translation
along the track. the orientation of the track and the
distance of landfall from Chittagong. Using
this graph, the authors studied the characteristics
of the surge by examining the sea level response to a
number of cyclones moving across the Bay along varied
paths. According to them, the geometrical and
geographicel factors such as the curvature of the
coastline, the vast expanse of shallow water over the
continental shelf as well as the large astronomical tide
range are found to amplify the surge heights. They
have considered in detail the relative importance of
these factors with reference to the Bay of Bengal.

Das gt ;l. (1974) presented the results of their
computations for three coastal areas of the
Bay of Bengal. While the earlier work (Das, 1972)



wns concerned with the northeastern sector, this
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study was extende the northern ind northwestern
sectors of the Bay of Bengal. The aim of this paper
W18 to compute the surge genernted by e model storm
which moves with a uniform speedo It also assumed
thit the idewlized storm h?S concentric isobars and
an inner ring of strong winds, but no_cross isobaric
flow. By chwnging the parameters of the model they
related the surge to the intensity nnd soeed of
oropngwtion of the storm it the time of l?fi@f3ll.
The imoortent conclusions of this niper are i) the
dontribution of storm speed is smwll compared to the

effect of storm intensity on the oenk surge at londfwll,
ii) the mdximum surge is generally observed about
two hours after lwndfnll, iii) the totnl see level
elevation depends on the ohnse of the tidel cycle,
iv) the mnximum elevation is recorded ewrlier if the
surge coincides with the time of high water and

Cw‘
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v) superposition of the surge on astronomical tide
leeds to in overestimete of sen level elevqtion by
O08  .-{.01. 1T1.»

Ghosh (l977) has given e scheme of prediction
of storm surges on the east coast of Indie on the lines
of the SPLASH model of Jelesninnski (l972). Using



this model, nomograms were nreoared which accommodate
fixed values of pressure dron? radius of maximum wind,

vector storm motion and offshore bathymetry, Two sets
of nomoorams were UI9fi?TGfi ~ one for the northeast coast

of India where the continental shelf is extremely shallow
and the other for
continental shelf

the rest of the east coast where the
is, in general, steen. By means of

these nomograms he has also suggested a method to

estimate the total sea level elevation along a coastal
stretch for northeast coast

Johns and Ali (1980)
model for the simulation of

tropical cyclone in the Bay
study covers
northeastern

by a cyclone
Andamans can

of India.

develoned a numerical

surges,genereted by a

U

of eengal. The area of. r , 0 _ Po .the region from about ll N to 24 N in the
sector of the Bay. The surge,developed
that originates in the sea around the
be forecasted with this model in this

area much before the landfall on the coast of Bangladesh.
This model is nonlinear and also helps to determine the
interactive effect between the surge and astronomical tide.. 4

Johns gt gl. (1981) have simulated the surge,

:17.
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generated by the 1977 Qyclone by the use of three
different numerical models. In each of these, they
simulated the effect of three days of wind stress



forcing before landfall of the cyclone on the
Andhra Coast. The area under investigation in the
first model includes the entire Bay of Bengal, north of
60% and utilizes a curvilinear boundary treatment to
reoresent the coast line. The second one is a coastal
zone model extending along the east coast of India
utilizing as before a curvilinear treatment of the coast
line. in the third model which again covers the entire

I5
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Bay of B the coast line is reoresented by a
conventional stepwise orocedure. Using the available
data of this cyclone, the authors compared the predicted
rise in the sea surface derived from each of the models
with the estimates that were reported after the
disastrous event in that region. It was shown that
each of the three models eroduced n qualitatively
similar surge reseonse. The slight
differences were oxoleinod in terms

boundary treatmontec The nredicted

quantitative
of the different
surge above the

mean sea level comoarcd well with the estimated rise

of 5 m for that region.

Dube et 1_ K, \II":-tan n.

iii
0

{l@8l) perforned exneriments with
e numerical storm surge nrediction model to simulate
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surge generated by the l977 nndhra Cyclone by using
various formulae (Jelesnianski, l965,l972; Das gt Ql_ J "' ) ' ' ' d
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ohns find-All, 1980 that reoresent the win



distribution in the cyclone. TheSG authors found
that most of these formulntions do not give 3 good
estimate of the observed wind associated with tho

Andhra Qyclone. Accordingly, the computed sen surface

E.

H

elevstions slong the *'s coast of India do not agree
with the observed ones, so s new formulation, for the
computation of the surface winds, was suggested. They
concluded that the winds in the central region of the
storm do not contribute significantly, whereas the far
distant winds olsy en imoortsnt role in the generation
of surges along the coast.

pl

Uube gt ;l. (1982) also studied the effect
of coastal geometry on the location of beak surge.
Using a forcing wind stress distribution, reoresentstivc
of a severe cyclonic storm with a core of hurricane
winds, a comosrison of the results is made for different
tracks of a cyclone striking at thre; differunt olsces
which have three different types of coastal. y \_ -f ,
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configurations, slong the coast o Inoia between
Nagaostnam and Psradio, viz., s straight line coast,
s crescent coast and a slant coasto The results of the
experiment showed that the location of the highest surge
is sensitive to the coastal geometry and the direction of
motion of the storm relative to the coast.
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Johns st H (1982) havu givon a finite
difforoncs method fog tho trootmcnt of continuously
doforming lstordl fluid boundory in tho comoutor
siwulntions of the systcms involving thz shollow water

r+

oquations. Tho ochniouo was described in tho contoxt
of s numerical storm surge mcdcl for tho oost coast
of India. Using 1 forcing wind stross distribution,
ronroscntotivc of tho l977 Andhrr Cyclono, s comnarison
was mddc bctwstn simulations usino modtls both with

and without ifilfinfi intrusion of water along tho
Andhrs Codst.

From tho foroooino, it is obvious that tho
various numerical models have givcn difforont typos of
rosults which hdvo limitstions. Tho womograms
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oronarsd by Ghosh (1977) soooar to hov; more orscticnl
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utility; According to Du.“ cfl ém tho winds in

-nu!

tho central region of tat storm do not contribute
significantly whoroas distant winds nlay on imoortdnt
role in the gonoration of surgos alcno tho coast.
Porhnos, it is bocdusc of such 2 condition that tho
nomogroms of Ghosh (l977) hows a limitod roliobility as
ho considered tho fixcd vnlucs of orossurc droo and tho

radius of maximum wind- To ovorcomo this difficulty it
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is orooosod to orosont nomogrcms giving tho surge
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~ -.; rstuu when cyclonos of various itios and
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dinsnsions cross the cosst at ront orientations.
Tho valuos of tho surqos thus obtained, are comparod with
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with tho aim of incoroorsting corrections for thc
assumptions involved in tho proparation of nomograms.
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The main objectives of tho proscnt invsstigation
QIQ

ri"

i) to comp; . tho surgs qsnoratcd by fl$1r<
roorescntstiv; cyclones that crossod tho coast at
vulncraolo points and comparo them with the reported
values
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ii) to pro: 3» tho nomogrsms by computing tho surgo
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dov;lopod by th; varying pI3SSUIQ dross of a model
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cfclono with difforont radii nnd H- -rant angles of
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inciooncs for th; purooss of prcdi
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iii) to study " igfifi scs level variations

iv) to compare tn, computed surges obtainod from tho
nomoqrams wits Znoso of tho cssc studies for arriving at
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3 corr:ction factor onsod on which a valid proj l



can bo mad: for an impinging cyclone of known
dimansions and ori ntation.

V) to COmpG3Q nnl contrast the results of tho
prosont investigation with those of earlier works
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By dc ‘on, ‘sea level‘ is the height of the
boundary between sea and air, measured relative to a
fixed point (bench mark) on lane and hence is
susceptible to changes with time. The term ‘mean sea
level’ is also in use and the raw material for this
is a continuous record of heights of tide referred to
1“.'\C»
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bench mark. The determination of mean sea
level is achieved by various methods, the simplest being
a direct numerical averaging, usually applied to hourly
heights of tide. more sophisticated numerical methods
frequently used are by employing filters which discriminate
different snecies of tide. The pest knewn numerical
filters erobaely are those of Qeodson (1923) and Groves

i, _.J
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'). Integration of a tide chart by planimeter is also
used for Eh: determination of mean sea level. In order to

avoid the labour)involved in the actual determination of
mean sea lev¢l, ‘mean tide level’ is sometimes computed
iL1St€2d :n°rw:an scva Level, m#d4fii is dqfirmni as the

avcrag; of the oaserved high ane low waters. For all
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pr zlcal purposes, however, mean tide level must be
considered a poor substitute for mean sea level because

is 5
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the short p\ried tidal contributions in mean tide level
are not adequately eliminated.

The factors that contribute to the variation of
moan sea level are: i) the meteorological and hydrographic
parameters, ii) the variation in the distance of the
tidal bench mark from the centre of the earth also known

as the isostatic adjustment of the earth's crust
{secular changes), iii) the changes in the total wator
balance of the sees and oceans (eustatic change), and
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iv) the effect of long period (Chandler motion and
nodal cycle).
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The most important meteorological and hydrographic
parameters that contribute to sea level variation are

ssure, winds, evaporation and precipitation, and water
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densicq/emui currents.
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sea level which, atleast theoretically, reacts like a
~Q 1 --¢reveese )3IOM3LQI. in _ "tionary case the sea surface
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should oe deeresscd by l clm for evcry rise in
atmospheric oressurz of l mo. JhilC this theoretical
staticnl law is invariably assumed as a sufficiently close
apvroximation to the real situation, a conclusive
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confirm tion is s lacking. uoodson (l9?4) has shown
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that tor ' to day variations in sea level, the
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theoretical staticai * ~ lent is approached to
within lé;.for British kmters. 3ut in real oractice, the
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and so a methop was proposed by sitting (1913) for the
study of jaltic Sea level. Doodson (l9oO) has used the
technique to study the variations in annual mean sea
level in English Channel by taking three s tations
roughly forming an equilateral triangle and correlated
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the variation of annual mean sea level the annual
mean air pressure for the data of 27 vears. Lisitzin
(1961 ) prepared the chart showing the distribution of the
average sea level differences caused oy atmospheric
pressure and found that the contrioution of Dressure effect
on sea level is of the order of 3b cm.

The orocess of evapora ion involves a decrease of

wa

the total water in the oceans and seas, while increase
is connected wita precipitation and river discharge. Since
the total water oudqet of the oceans remains almost

cons“ ' uue to the concept of hydroloqic cycle, the
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three factors mentioned suove must he in balance and so

no significant cont ibution to long term variations in
,sea level is possible.
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The variation of ocean temperature leads to
Lie variatioi of density and gives rise to steric changes.
Jteric changes are defined as those resultind from
changes in density of a water column without change in
its mass. According to Fairaridge (1962), if the
temperature of the entire sea water column upto the

9

O

sea bottom were raised l C, the sea level would rise
by ob cm. However, according to Fairbridge and arehs
(1962) the variation of mean ocean temperature is very
slow and is of the order of thousands of years. jut there
may be a seasonal rise and fall of shelf and estuary
water temperatures. It may come to luOC or so over a
l0 m depth range and the consequent steric variation
vwwlld he a little emuxa Elan 1.6 cm.

To understand the effect of qeostropnic currents
on sea level, it is a common practice to prepare the sea
surface topography using the concepts of dynamic height
and.level of no mot on with the help of the equation
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where Z is tie change in steric level, pa the atmospheric
pressure, po the pressure at the reference level and
the specific volume anomaly in the pressure interval dp.
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Una of the main causes of moveme ‘ in the fixed
reference mare from the centre of the earth is the
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movements of the esrth‘s crust are attributed to the

presence of ice masses which covered larqe warts of the
ear h during the fllacial period and tdeir subsequent
disappearance. The ice masses exert tremendous pressure
causinq the earth's crust to subside, hut the crust starts
to regain its original . sition as soon as the ice load
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begins to reduce. This process continues even after the
disappearance of the ice. This apparent variation of
sea level due to the vertical movement of the crust is
known as secular change. The question of land uplift and
land subsidence has been studied for a numoer of coastal

regions. Some of these studies are of geological characte
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and do not come within the scope of - present study.
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At present it is only in areas where ’
continental ice sheet of Pleistocene time melted and
removed its weight from the lane that sea level shows a
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raaid and persistent local change. In e norchern
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éaltic Sea and the Gulf of Bothnia the deglacia- land is
rising at a rate of approximately one metre per century
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isitzin, .l97i?_). =‘5im"i.tlar the ?>asins of the

efirzat Lakes of North gmerica are observed to be tilting
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toward the south as a consequence ' elastic and
plastic recoil oi the continent, which was relieved
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l2,uCQ years ago, of the massive load of
continental ice sheet. The consequence of lane uplift
in these areas appears to cause 4“; lowering of the

“F

J

- 1'!
4sea level. lhe approximate value for the decrease in

sea level for the entire Baltic Sea amounts to 135 cm
oer century (Lisitzin, 1974). In most other parts of the

worle)the average sea level is probably rising slowly
because of general melting of lanewborn ice.
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The eustatic chaigas in mean sea level are
generally ascribed to a large group of phenomena such as
folding of the seabed, sedimentation covering the sea floor
and melting or formation of continental ice misses.
in other words, eustatic changes are due to changes in the
volume of the >asin. The first of the phenomena mentioned
above is more or less sporadic in character, while the
second occurs continuously. flowover, an estimate of the
effect of those facto upon changes in mean sea level
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'. fix ' I‘ --.- 4 1 ~r . 4\ ' 5 " /-. P\ ' » -»\ ’-A-‘\ \ 1 -L" -. ,-\ ' -it '1 "' '| ""  '.'-.4is nalcry feasiolo at the plssent time. Qdt lo must ac
kept in mind that GStih1T§S of the changes in the volume
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The nodal tide brings adout changes in the slope of the
water surface and these cnan es
influence upon t

q-s have a fairly pronounced
_ he variations of the intensity of the

western boundary currents and cor ~ ‘
tennerature of the water masses in that region
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The Jay of Bengal is a marginal sea and is
essentially a northward extension of the Indian ocean
to the eastern side of the peninsular India. It is, - . -. o. _ 1 '. _ .oademarked oetween 5 a and 22°», and 80 Q and

\O
(3

O

E. Its
borders are the east coast of India on the west,
Sundarbans on the north and the Burmese ~ malayasian
Coast on the east. The depth of the Bay decreases from
about 4OQO m in the south to lass than 2090 m towards north

beyond the continental shelf.

I“-\I | L-_ >lie east coast of India exteads over four states,
Jest dengal, Orissa. andhra Pradesh and Iamilnadu, from
north to south. The Iamilnadu'Soast is almost straight
ano parallel to the meridians. The coastline of
hndhra Pradesh, while being larg~i than those of the other

(D

"'>

three states, has varying curvatures, and is curved like a

ti"
0-J

crescent moon at e mouths of the rivers, the hrishna and
the Godavari. The urissa Qoast hay he considered straight
with a general southwest to northeast orientation, while
that of the bangetic Jest dengal is almost parallel to the
latitudes.
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Major rivers M the Ganges, the mahanadi, the
Krishna and the Godavari flow into the Jay of Bengal.
ixcessive siltation of their estuaries and the formation
of sand bars provide ideal conditions for the
prop " tioh of surges. The shelf width varies

Q)
LC.

Q)

considerably along the coast (Fig.1 G and b), with a
maximum extent of 300 km in the northern region of the

ir\
7'.)

Bay and 50 - along the nadhra and Tamilnadu Coasts.
Although the shelf width off the Andhra Pradesh Coast is
smaller, shallow deaths across the mouths of rivers

C)
Q

£1)

vari and Krishna, and the abrupt indentations of the
coast at their two mouths provide favourable conditions
for surge inundatioi. Aameswaram in Tamilnadu and Paradip

in Orissa are also vulnerable to surges, the former
because of the shallow shelf and the latter due to its
location nearer to the mouth of the Mahanadi Estuary.
Gangetic Coast surges are much more intense than those
in the south because of the much wider shelves and presence
of islands any deltas that are formed by the Ganges ane its
tributaries.

The oathymetry of day of flengal is shown in
Fig. 2.
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[he winds associated " a tropical cyclone in
the Indian region)usually)range between 30 ant 65 kt.
Table 2 gives the nomenclature adonted by the India
Aeteorologlcal Japartment for the classification of
cyclones, based on wind speed. Table l gives the
monthly average number of storms and depressions formed

("F
.3

D

F
(+

in " s Bay in different months. may be seen from the
table that out of a total of 13 cyclones in an year, only

c‘ 2"

3
l_..l O

H
C.

develop to intensities of cyclonic storms and
only a ninth develop into severe cyclonic storms.

(_;..

:3.
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Tables 3a and 3b summarize the information on total
number of storms that affected the various ports on the
east coast of India for little over a century between
' and 1930. It may be noted that the highest frequency

l-—'

OZ
\1
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of severe cyclonic storms was f;COfd€d at Diamond Haroour

/' 4\
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!—'
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C
cl
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. ' and Paradip. The next highest, which is
about half of the above, was recorded at Madras,
aasulipatnam an: flagapatnam. The of landfall
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of the tropical cyclonic storms in each of the coastal

(D

Q)
(D
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districts of the four states along the coast of India.1

I v I '~q Ais swown in fig.3.
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Table El. Rance of wind soeods associatcd wltn +_ 1

intensity of tronical cyclono$(sourcc .

—§ 1 1 d_ 1 I-. 1 Q-I 1 1 u.-In gt _a 1 1 1 i 1 urn -.-_\ 1 It nus 1 can vn 1 1 1 iSl ,.no‘ Name wlnd soeod rqogo' 0

l. Low orossure area upto l6
2. Doorcssion between
,\J. Dccn dcorcssion botwecn

Cyclonic storm botwccn
|-ao. ~Scvorc cyclonic storm between
6. fiovoro cyclonic stormwith a corc of hurricanewinds 64 kt and above
qn

l kt = l knot = l nautical mile/hr = 1.86 km hr
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tropical storms in the Indian seas originate2 l O . 1oetween 5 A and

north and south depending on the season.
storms are rare in the Indian seas during
January to march. The few that form over

on H, . . .22 J. lne places of origin shift to
Iqqihe cyclonic
the period
the flay of dengal. . . ,_O - O ._ _-., . _ _._ .originate between 3 ¢ and 8 s. ine region of formation

<0 n9shifts to the latitudinal belts 8 J to lo N in April,Q _I001 to 200d in may and 160} to 2l J in June. During
O-1- 1 /-t _v_ _=_ 1 _ . O ‘I’ _, . _'| ' .JUlY and August, tie storms form petween l8 M and 2p A.

with the retreat of the southwest monsoon, the origin
of the cyclones shifts southward between the latitudinal
belts of I501 and QIOH in September, 801 and ISON in'~ 1 . . O . O \" ' . 1 -“ "Uctooer and 6 A and l4 A in Aovemoer and uecemwer.

In April and may, the storms move initially
northwest or north and later recurve northeastward.

In April, the recurvature takes place over the seas and
0

the storms strike the Arakan Coast. In May, the whole east
coast of India, coastal dangladesh and the Arakan Coast
are vulnerable to the incidence of storms. most of the
storms in June, move northwest and cross the north Andhra,
Urissa and west Jengal Coasts. In July and August, they
move westnorthwest across thc Orissa and Jest Bengal Coasts
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The tendencv to recurve to increase from

U)

September. Most of the storms recurve in the latitudinal1 _'_  O. ' , _ 1 , ._ § ‘. . '“0.'. Ooelt of l8 J to 21 4 in Octooer and aetween la A and l8 N

(-3,
»-J
/~.
>_ '_

in November. andhra Pradesh, Urissa 1 West Bengal are
in Octoder while

k-I-'

Q
P5’

is
U)

more prone to the incidence of

U)

Tamilnadu aad Ahdhra Pradesh are more vulnerable in

Jovender. Thus, the Andhra Pradesh Coast is vulnerable
in October as well as in November. The storms that form in

Qecemher over the southwest 3ay move westnorthwest and
cross the Tamilnadu Coast while those that form further

<-Z‘
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r-/
(D

east move northwest, later recurve to north and weaken
over the sea (Kai Sarcar, 1955;
.. w~,_
u6yaI8nxQk_QL., _
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Ananthakrishnan, 1964;
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The height to which the water level near the

coast rises conseduent to the oassage of a storm deoends
on various factors. Bhaskara Jao and Nazumdar (l966}Q
discussed these factors and fornulated an equation for
the final height (H):

4'i+Fooooooooooo0
Jhere X is the contribution due to astronomical

tides, B is the static rise due to barometric bressure
drob commonly known as inverted barometer effect, P is the
rise due to oiling—uo of water against the coast by winds,
X is the mean height of the crests of the individual waves
suoerimposed on the general rise of the sea level and F is
the effect of the fore~runners.

The effect of waves (X) is imoortant only for
seasonal sea level variations but not to the transient
surges. The effect of waves on sea level will be of the
order of a few centimetres while the transientlsurges are
of the order of few hundred centimetres. The last factor
(F), the fore—runner, serves as a warning to the coastal



Deonle about an impending surge when the storm is
located a few hundred kilometres from the coast. A

foie~runner is a slow and gradual change in water level
beginning several hours before the arrival of the storm
but the elevation of the level is very shall compared to

3)
|

the storm surge (Groen and roves, 1962).

The contribution of the astronomical tide to the

.'+
|._|.
(1.
(D

surge can be found from the oredicted tables
oublished by the Survey of India.

The term 5, the inverted barometer effect as
apolied to storm surges is given by the simole hydrostatic
relationshio:

ALPB = ~ -5§~ x 103 (2)
Where bPa is the atmosoheric pressure deficiency

in millibars, g is the acceleration due to gravity and
B is in centimetres. Roughly the nressurc deficiency in
millibars gives the numerical value of B in centimetres.
ihile the storm surge usually elevates the water level by
a few metres, the maximum elevation due to the inverted

barometer effect is of the order of only a few centimetres.
Therefore,the contribution of the inverted barometer effect
is negligible.



In equation (1) the final height is thus
astronomical tide and the

\ |

contributed mainly by t
niling—uo of water against the coast. Therefore, to
Dredict the rm surge, it is enough if the value of

' U)
r+J C)

F '
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D can be estime"

1.4.2.‘°ilin ~uo of water due to winds
I-. '.If' ._'Il' - -1r-.--I:_*..Sg'."' ~.I\’-I=‘1'|:-4.:-.1!"-lllr .§r.'1' '-‘IL iII'=:'JI'l-1'.-'-IP-z-.I"-.r.|trPir-t1:IH=-iI'€I"P"II"'--I"—'su- - Q -IBHIE-11

The actual nethod of working out the value of
P for a given wind velocity is as follows?

The tractive force of the wind that causes the

Q. Cl.
>< IN

slooe of the water surface, Q is determined from the
equation (welander, 1957,1961; Lisitzin, 1974)

Q2 Z _£5Qt:i__. 3dx gfm h ( )
Qhere Z is the elevation of the water surface, A is

the horizontal co~ordinate in the direction of the wind,/\{ . . , ,. . .|is the wind stress, g is tne acceleration due to gravity,
fig is the density of water, h is the average deoth of the

F‘

basin and /\is the Manning's frictional factor
(Bretschneider, 1967). The factor ?\varies between the
limits 1 and 1.5 deoending on the deoth and frictional
conditions at the sea bottow (Lisitzin, 1974). If the
coastal sea basin is very deeo it tends to unity and if
it is too shallow it tends to the higher value of 1.5.

G
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As the coastal region of the Bay of Bengal is neither
too shallow nor too deeo, the wean value of l.25 is
assumed in the oresent comoutations.

_/\J
wind stress ) in the equation (2) is comoute

Q.

using the hulk aerodynamic equation

T" :' W 2i c F; CD'W (4). (cw __ 2 _
Where ( is the wind stress in dynes cm , F2 is

the density of air in gm cm~3, CD is the drag coefficient
Ii

and H is the soeeu in cm sec 1. The value of fa is

<1

k-Jo

3
C"-_.

TS 0 1 '_ \) x.'3

taken as 1.3 x 1O gm cm '. The selection of the drag
coefficient which is a dimensionless quantity is
denendent on the roughness of the.water surface. Various
studies have been carried out by different workers for the
selection cf the drag coefficient and its variation.
Hunk (1947) assumes a jumn in the drag coefficient at
Beaufort 4. Hidaka (1958) uses a value 0.8 x lOm3 fori _ =0wines having sneed below 6.6 m sec l ano 2.6 X lO ° for

._.

winds having soeeJ above 6.6 m secnl, Hellerman (1967)
in his undated estimate of wind stress over the world ocean,

LU
( D

adoots a value with 40¢ jumn at iufort 4. However, many
investigators used a constant drag coefficient.
Quing (1970) used the value of 2.6 x lC-3 for the Indian
Ocean. .eiler and Burling (1967) found no systematic

Q
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decrease or increase of drag coefficient in the range of. ,_ _ -1 .wind soeed 1.: to 10.5 m sec . In the cyclonic storms-\ '3» ._

r".
.3.
(D

originating in the bay of Bengal average wind speeds
are much in excess of 10.5 m secnl and the sea condition

will be highly turbulent during the oassage of the cyclone»
Therefore the value of the drag coefficient should be
higher than what is usually taken. Hence in the nresentI ° ' 3
commutation CU 18 taken as 2.6 x 10 .

Substituting the values of L = 1.3 x 1O-3 gm cm“3,

aw!-%

Q) \J

= 2.6 x lO_3,_9\= 1.25, g = 980 cm secflz andfna = 1.02
-Q

gm cm ‘

C?
Ej

—- v ‘-9  _dx - 3.95 A 1o h-- (b)
The value of P in equation (1) is obtained by the

suamation of the slooes generated by the wind stress.
Therefore, P is calculated by steowise integration from
the initial oosition to the landfall. As the SlOD€S
generated in the deen ocean beyond continental shelf are
of no significance, only those in the shelf region are
commuted using the foreula given below:

P = ; dz = 3.95 X 1o"9 W2 2 9% (6)
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One of the imoortant asnects to be consi ered
in combuting the biling~ub of water against the coast,
is the evaluation of wind distribution. The best way is,
oerhaos, to use the observed values, But it is almost
imoossible to observe the wind at each and every grid point
for short intervals of time during the actual occurrence
of a cyclone. Therefore, sometimes it becomes necessary
to assume a model cyclone to get the winds at the required
grid ooints. Alternatively, they can be comouted from the
bressure distribution using either a cyclostronhic or

Q)
D
(3..

geostroohic or oradient wind equation (Graham Hudson,
1960). In the bresent investigation, winds are computed
from the pressure distribution that is reoorted in the
India Meteorological Debartment charts, using gradient wind
equation. Whenever oossible, the Marine Mercantile Vessel
reoorts a:e utilized for comoa ison to check the validity
of the wind comoutations.

l ~ 4 - 4 
For the Dreparation of nomoqrans, model cyclones of

different dimensions and intensities having concentric
isobars, are assumed. The pressure droo here indicates the
difference in oressure at the central ooint and the outermost

Q



closed isobar. ano
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a raiius of curvature, the normal
distance between the centre and the outermost closed isobar
Minds are computed for various oressure droos and rauii

using the gradient wind equation. Making use of the
actual hathymetry off Nagaoatnam, Madras, Hasulioatnam,

Visakhaoatnam and ?aradip,the wind setuo is comouted for
different orientations of incidence of cyclones at the
above mentioned olaces. Graphs are drawn for varying
oressure droo against winds and wind setuo for different
radii and different angles of incidence.

Almost all the cyclones

("Fii
._.»

Cu

c-I"

originate in the
Bay of Bengal cross the Indian Coast at angles of incidence
between

03
O0

and l4€O from the north. Therefore, the surges, . . o .-oare workeo out for the argles of incidence of 90 and 13o
from the north, in the nresent study.
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Residual tide is considered as the surge produced
by meteorological and oceanographical factors. It has
already been concluded that the main contribution to the
surge is from the wind. It is proposed to compare the time
of occurrence of the mean residual tide and its magnitude
with the wind induced surge.

The ; analysis is made by drawing continuous

P‘.
Q.
(D

curves using the data available in tide tables of I976 and
I977 that were published by the Survey of India. The
hourly residual tides are obtained by subtracting the
predicted tides from the observed. The residuals are then
smoothened (to eliminate the minor oscillations, if any,

('1'
D.
( D

('1'
D.
(D

due to effect of seiches) by method of 5 hour
moving average time section analysis (Rossiter,
l959; Janardhan, I967).

l.4.h- §ea level variations

In order to understand the seasonal and longterm

(-4.
D.
(D

variations of sea level along east coast of India,
monthly and annual mean heights of sea level variations
at Madras, Visakhapatnam, Bagar Island, Kidderpore and
Diamond Harbour are studied. {he trend of variation of

sea level is estimated by taking the five year moving
averages.
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l - 4 - 7 -1,
The hourly observations of wind and oressure,

shio observations are reoorted by Varine Mercantile Vessels,

tracts of cyclones as observed by radars and satellite
pictures of the cyclones are obtained from the India
Meteorological Debartment. The hourly observations of the
tide gauge data at various oorts are collected from the
Survey of gnhia. Bathymetry of the coast of study is worked

("'
3"

out from hathymetry charts of various sources.

For the study of the sea level variations, the
monthly and annual wean heights of sea level, suonlied
by the Fermanent Service for Mean Sea Level, Birkenhead,
England, are used.

l ~ 4 - 9 ~
The author is conscious of the linitations involved

in the comoutation of storm surges from the meteorological
data which by themselves not fully justified due to
imoerfect methods of observation. The comoutation of winds

at the grid ooints from the isobaric distribution using
the gradient hind equation involves subjectiveness of
individual analysis and extraoolation at the grid boints
across which the isobars need not necessarily run. To
circumvent these limitations efforts are made to the extent
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oossihle, to comoare the comouted values with those
reoorted by the Farine Mercantile Vessels.

0
re

The cowoutation * wind using the nressure drop
between the central ooint and the outermost closed isobar

*-h

Q

( the nomograms), gives only an average wind soeed
but not ' in situ wind» In genera] the winds in a*4 - .. \' \) Q - _ .1 . - 9|?!_'3::: I-:".I'. -1" -arrrl 

C-I

13"
D

cyclone are Waximum near the wall cloud which is slightly
away from the eye, while it is almost calm at the eye, and

r-I
D
(T)

relatively lower at the outer Deriohery of cyclone.
dome workers, as cited earlier, used the maximum wind for

U)

the commutation of the surge. But Dube gt al. (_ 81)
renorted that the surge generated, is hostly controlled by
the overall effective wind rather than the haximum wind.
Nevertheless, to wake the nonograms more realistic and
oracticable for orediction, a cranh is drawn between the
surge values obtained in the case studies and the
corresnonding values from the nomograms for same oressure
droos. This granh would serve as a correction factor for
the nrediction of surges.



CHAPTER I1

CASE STUDIES OF STORM SURGES
ALONG THE EAST COAST OF INDIA
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CAJQ $TUul5Q UP bT@hH SUQGEQ ALONG THE EAST COAST GP lNUIA
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Four cyclones, that crossed the coast at Chirala,
Hasulioatnan9 Kavali in the south and at Contai in the
north have been studied following the nethods described
earlier. hind induced sea level (surge) was calculated
along three directions with reference to the track of the
cvclone using the synontlc man of the oressure distribution
of the cyclone and bathymetry of the area off the landfall
of cyclone, The three directions AB, CD and EF resoectively
denote the left hand side, along, and the right hand side
of the tract of the cyclone.

<1)

I3
O.

The nroaress of tide and surge? their
interaction were examined in each case with the helo of
the tide Nata. The non—astronomical sea level obtained
from the residual sea level of observed and nredicted

tides was connared with the comouted surge.

2 ~ l ~  sac ,.I>1.<>,\./:,<.>.; ~.1~?:s.:@.l.l.F2;'Z._.Z

2 - l » l ',...L::i:.i.§m..nj:,§._t9.§.\L..9,£ i.s;.:~t:.<;,l..§1>.ri<-2,

A low nressure area moved westward across Malaysia
.C‘
J.and South Andaman Sea into the extreme southeast Bay o

Bengal anc concentrated into a deen deoression with its
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centre near 60“, 9205 on l4th morning. Car Nicobar
reoorted easterly winds of 25 to 35 kt at 0.6 and 0.9 km
above mean sea level on that morning and satellite
nicture showed organised cloud bands associated with this
system. Tovinq westward, the system ranidly intensified
into a cyclonic storm by lhth morning and crossed the

coast near Wizambatnam on the evening of l9th between
l630 IDT and l73O IST.

»@

is

2 - 1 - 2 -  
Shin 5LT? (ALRAZIQ) close to the storm centre

renorted a oressure of 995 mb at 0650 IST on 15th and

located the centre of the storm by the radar near 60%,
900E at that time. Shins ATJZ and ATMfi about 4OO km away
to the northwest and northeast of the storm centre
resoectively, renorted surface winds of 35 kt on 15th
morning which sugqested that this store was coverino a
large areal extent. The satellite nictures showed that the
storm had become severe by the evening of 15th. It was
classified as T4/4 on Dvorfik scale which gives the
maximum wind associated with this storm as 65 kt on l5th.

Continuing to move westward and intensifying,' 1 01-. _, ' 0 ‘Ithe storm laio near 7 4, 85.5Og on the morning or léth and
had develooed a core of hurricane winds. The satellite



oicture on this morning showed the system in class
T5/5 which gives the waximum wine as 99 kt.

Q
at
re

On 16th, shin renorted northerly winds of
40 kt about l50 km to the west of the storm centre at
O53O IJT.

U?
D.
|._I¢

o

. ‘ .1; "r ..;.:.1 . i N-‘ . . ‘ I H  :1Jagatswamial (MIPY) recoroed wany crucial ant
very valuable observations close to the storm centre on
l7th an? transmitted then to the Storm Qarning Centre

IQ.-“’:‘I

Q.
l> 

at “as. She also went right into the eve of the storm
on the eveninc, while requesting some other shios in the
neighbourhood (shins ATOA and SZLU) to record the

observations of nressure, wind and state of the sea and
renort. The reoorts of this shin on l7th, esnecially,
the maximum wind of lC5 kt and the minimum nressure of

941 mb between 153C and 163C ibT at the storm centre

(Fig.4) are highly useful. Some of the imoortant and
significant data recorded by this shiw on l7th are given
in the tafile IV. The satellite imagery received from
UQAA on l7th is shown in Fig.5ae

The satellite reoorts indicated that the storm
attained its neak intensity on 18th (Pi .5b). The Joint
Tyohoon warninv Centre at Gaum estimated the maximum wind
associated with this storm as ll5 kt on l8th on the basis

56
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Teble IV. Observations recorded by shin 'Jsgethswamini'
(ATPY) on 17 November 1977

_ * i i IQ $1 T“ - i — ._ |,~'- i Ii — ll I11 i I-3 - I¢Z j 1 i Z _ l i _ D _ “
Time_
(I$T)
Y 1 i 1 1 i i L"-D i i I. '1 i i in i l C1 i SQ was Q3 1 i i til! 1 I-I 1 i 1 III TV I

lO3O

1130

1415

1639

1730

Pressure
(mb)

"'\ I-I‘.
.'5~T' 3-"

c+ .3
‘~/ Q.

?0siti0n

1@.s°n, ss.s°; mes/so kt 997.5

1o.s°m 9°s us/so kt s

'0

CO
(.1)
O

Q3
\C
<__)1

O

1o.s°m, 84.OOE NE/E(9O kt)979.0

1o.s°N, s4.1°i - /90 kt 

1o.7°N, s4.1°e ssu/90 kt 947.9

Remarks

Tendency last one hour
5 mb decreased; very
rough sea and confused
mountainous swell.

Tendency last one hour
4 mb or ssure drop;
vwry rough sen and
mountainous swell.

Tendency last one hour
7 mb nressuro droo;
wave height l5~20 m.
Circular formstion of
clouzds 18 miles in
diameter, orobsbly the
eye of the cyclone isdiscernnble in radar.
°reviously passed
through calmer end
brighter ares which
mioht be the QYQ Of
the storm;minimum
oressure is 941 mb.

-1 GD Q: -1 1| Q; 1 an can I-_ 1 1 an 1 1 -an an no can an 1 as 1 11 an 1 IQ ‘II 1 -I _' 1







of satellite oictures, whereas the National Environmental
batellite Centre at Mashington, D°C.reoorted a maximum

-1-4/\
H
Q

wihJ soeed of l4U ¢ The radar nicture of this storm
on 18th is renroduceo which on Jvork scale

}._l¢

3
m
i__.Io

in

O\
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gives rise to the maximum wind of kt (Pant et al. 198C).._..... ..;,.,.. 9 7

The hourly observations of wind and oressure on this day
recorded at Nellore are shown in Fiq.7. '

The storm centre nassed a ooint about 60 km east

I-+

<1:
'-1

of Ongole and 50 km west of Fasulioatnam between 1430

and l93C IST and was very close to Gannavaram at about

w
w
o>0

IQT on 19th as seen by Fig.8. The hourly values of
wind and oressure recorded at Gannavaram, aed Ongole and

\O
U\_/

Masulioatnam (Figs. 9a and show that these stations
exoexienced maximum winds of 70-75, 5O=6O and 60-70 kt, and

the lowest oressures of 972 and 987 mb resnectively

{J
\-O
OJ

on l9th. From the track of the cyclone (Fig.lL), it can
be inferred that the cyclone crossed the coast between
1630 and l73O IST.

Taking the maximum wind associated with this storm
as 125 the lowest oressure works out to be 943 mb which

FT
r+

\O

agrees well with the lowest oressure of 941 mb reoorted by
the shin 'Jagetswamini' at the centre of the storm on l7th.
The diameter of the eve of the storm was estimated as 3C km

by 'Jagatswamini'.
\\ _
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Fig.9. OBSERVATIONS OF WIN-D(k1) AND PRESSURE (rnb) AT GANNAVARAM
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Fig.10. RADAR TRACK OF ANDHRA CYCLONE I7 -I9 NOVEMBER I977
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2 ~ l - 3 -  umrcef, flliil  9 \/..¢ l9..n..e

with a view to ascertain the distribution of surface
winds in different sectors of the cyclone, ell available

(D

3..
H I
Q5
U)

reoorts of the in the field of the cyclone from
to l9th were comoosited by Pant gt al. (l98O)

Q. _|

(j\rt
IT

as shown in Fig.ll. The winds at different distances
from the centre and for different times were blotted
in this diagram. The strongest winds exceeding 100 kt
occurred in northeast sector unto about 80 km from the

-:1=

U1
C)

centre. Gale force winds have extended 400 to km
from the centre in this sector, while they have extended' . ' h t

Q-i'\
.'-'1

only to 200 to 25¢ in the sout west sec or. From
Fig.ll;,it may be inferred that the average radius of the
cyclone is about 450 km.

c-F
=—r
._/

Synootic weather bans frow l5th to 20 at 0530 IST
(?igs.l2 to l7) are drawn from the soecial data of IMQ
and are used to coeoute winds. A.comoarison of the commuted

and observed winds is given in the table V and they agreed
very well. These comouted winds are used in the grids

'1

5'1)

wherever observed winds are unavailable.

2.1.4. $uge ;t_landfall

The l8 deoicts grids and the three oaths AB,CU

'1.
!_..l

1Q
0

and EF in which the wind setuo (surge) is calculated. The
bathymetry used is shown in Fig.l9.



FIg.11.SURFACE WIND IKISI IN DIFFERENT SECTQRS OF TH
CYCLONE.
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Fig ll». 0530 IST POSITION ON 17 NOV.1977.
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It is seen in Fig.20 that wind setun is

(D
U)

(.1.

the lowest along A3 and high " along HF whereas it is
intermediate along CD. while the weak value along Ad is
only 1.5m the neak values along Cb and EF are 6.2 and 6.9 m
resnectively. The increase of surge ootential from left of
the storm track to right hand side of the track is thus
5.4 m for this cyclone. The wine setuos from 0800 1ST on
18th to 0800 IQT on 19th along AB and Cu are almost same

(C.3F m), while the wind setuo along EF during this oeriod
is much higher (around 1.8 m). Tho fall in sea level
after 0000 IJT on 20th along AB is gradual, whereas along
CD and EP it is more abruot. La—ether-Heads-the-time-taken

iaeaehe-eea-1e¥e+-ée-eetaen-to-aeemal-along #B~ie 8 heaee
an£L@Q§w&}4;;—aaé—EF1 it aer#¥~H85:heai@n» 0800 l-T

on 20th the sea level came to almost normal along the three

;;.~
H1
7|‘
(D

H

naths. The duration of the surge along KB and CD is about

l\)
-B

hours, whereas, alone EF it is 7 hours longer. The
surge, as oer the comnuted value comes to 6.6 m and occurs

between 170C ano 2300 IQT on 19th. Dant gt 51. (1980)
reoorted that a storm surge, about 5 m high above mean
sea level, affected Divi, Edurumondi and Eletidibba Islands
at the Krishna Estuary and along the southern coastal oarts
of fiasulioetnam. This height was visually estimated.
According to the", the maximum flooding occurred between
1700 anfi 2300 IQT on h. The orders of magnitude of the

I-'
\-‘D

(-1
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comnuted and observed surges and their occurrence
coincide very well. In the case of a visually observed
surge, the height may be an underestimate. Johns gt_al.
(l98_‘ comnuted the surge generated by this cyclone using

2 |
\

\ .

; lent numerical models. They cot a naximum

Li“
H
m
m

is
m

surge of 5.3 m at Kavali at t I 56 hrs that corresoonds
to the afternoon of l8th Novemberaudihen a maximum surge

of 4.8 m at Divi Island at t = 55 hrs corresnonding to the
morning of l9th November. In the extreme northeast coast
of Anjhra Pradesh at Visakhanatnam, they got the maximum

surge elevation of ahout 3.3 m at t = 45 hrs. According
to them the highest oeak surge occurred at Kavali and not
at Uivi and claimed that the oredicted nnfl estimated

maximum elevations are in good agreement at Divi. The
model also aonears to oroduce the neak elevation some hours

in advance of the renorted time of flooding. Obviously,

Z5
I-’
(D
CO
I--'
\_/

the numerical model of Johns gt al seems to he
not conforming to reality.

2 - 1 - - I.-.i.§1.e,
The tide gauge data available for the neriod

l8m2O November l977 for the oorts of Madras and

Visakhaoatnam, located north and south of the landfall are
analysed and reoresented in Figs.2la and b resoectively.
while the average rise in sea level at Madras was 0.5 m,
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the beak of C.6 m occurred at 1800 IQT on 19th. At

Visakhaoatnam the average rise is 0.3 m and the oeak of
0.53 m occurred at 1600 I$T. Thus the maximum sea level
at Visakhabatnam and fiadras occurred before and after

lan ' at Chirala, which is located in between these

7‘:

|- "'3

|—"

F-‘

two stations. Hence it can be inferred that the surge
nrogressed from north to south. The duration of the high
sea level at the two tide gauge stations and that of the

r"!

surge at the land fall is almos the same.

is oer the tide tables the high tide at Kakinada
oredicted for 19th is 1.44 m above datum level (0.57 m
above mean sea level) at 1607 IQT and low tide is 0.89 m

f‘\
r“-.
.\ J‘
Q

above datum level 02 m above mean sea level) at 2211 10T.
However, the total surge of over 6 m occurred at the landfall
(from Fic.2C), which is not very far away from Kakinada,
imolies that the contribution to the storm surge from
astronomical tide is very low and that the major contribution
is from the cyclone (meteorological).2 - 2 
2.2.1. Life hi tori of the storm_ 1 S  1 ._ .l"‘i§_-Q-21-'.' Q" '1!" ' I1‘ Ill’: VJ: ' ‘I- -' '-1"‘ \ II‘-"§\ Tl?”-l"'I' '-'-l@iI‘I I‘ ‘—I5’iB-{R FAKE‘-IR? I!‘ ‘Z171 T

A low oressure area moving westward from the
Gulf of $iam across Andaman Sea, concentrated into a
denression on the eorning of 3rd over the Central Bay with



. O Or, ,_ . .its centre near l3 N, 87 e. Thefearter, moving in a
northwesterly direction, the denression orogressively
intensified and necame a severe cyclonic store by the

54

evening of 4th. The cyclone crossed the coast just north.-- Q
of Hasulioatnam around 203p IST on 4th as indicated by the
satellite oicture (Fic.22). On 5th evening this system
still of storm intensity over north interior Karnataka.
The cyclone weakened into a deoression by 5th night and

- across Maharashtra.

<
5
"1
Q.

moved westnorthwest

2.?.?. Find and oressure reoorts of the cyclone.. _ J - \4
ll-.1-\' 41 '“.i'*- _vI=-§v-..-r1~1I:.-.I:-Iz\r-.-|1I=.-;:|:'aln- sv-Bra-=1:-.'_‘|" 1| ..-J.--awry ~.vI- .1-~ -1'-'.vr.-.1: -2- -..1'.—.~ 1|.--:r:':-JP -.0:-- :1'.—'wv- '1'-#11-' 1|! ~vI'- 1'1"-I’-S

On 4th evening the low level winds over coastal
Andhra Dradesh were only 20-25 kt before the cyclone

that the tem was a

O7

<
U)

crossed the coast. This suggests
lflfi km eter).

:_¢|o

I5

/_‘.

'_h
T1)
;."5|-I

cyclone of narrow core (less than
nhen it was moving close to Hasulioatnam ‘ T “'

!\>
CD
to
C3

these stations renorted surface uinds of 40 kt at
and 55 kt at 2330 lbT respectively. The
of wing and oressure (Figs.2h a and b) show the lowest

mb at 210? IQT and ti" mb at 2340 IQT

<3
Cl)
U1

V)
CO
X

orossures of

resoectively at Tasulioatnam and Gannavaram on 4th.
The winds are comnutec using the synontic weather vans

' IST and l73@ IST on fth (Fids. 23 and 24).

CD
G3
(.0
C.

of

Table VI gives the comoarison of ohserved and comnuted

winds and they agreed very well. These comnuted winds
used for the comoutation or surge wherever required.

uvas

anc uannavaiam,
" Ffi
lr.> J. ,

hourly ohservatiots

EUTE?
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Fig.24.I73O|ST POSITION ON 4-II-76.
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2 ~ 2 - 3 ~ 59.29;-2:

The comouted wind setuo at the landfall along
am, Cu an? BF is oresented in Fig.26. It can be noticed
that the Vifid setuo along AB is the lowest and the highest
along EF, with intermediayy values along Cu. The maximum

C)

\O
(3

5‘

wine setuo along RB, CD and EF are 0.62, 6.70 and
resoectively. The oeak occurs almost at the time of landfall
along AB and consequently little later along CJ and E?

(D
C3

resoectively. The wind setuo along A3 and annear to he’
more abruot than alone EF. Similarly, the fall in the sea
level also shows an abrunt variation along A5 and CD.
K comoarison of the three curves shows that the higher surge
level along EF is maintained for a longer oeriod. As there
is no available reoorted data about the devclonment of the
_surge, it could not be oossible to make a comnarative study
of the comouted with the observedo The stora surge
associatoa with this cyclone coulfl not be reoorted

ri
5.‘)

nrobably because of 1 shall Wagnitude of less than l m.

2 - 2 -» 4 ~   11  k,l1va.,Oa.itin.<.'a2

(_,_

-1 .
£1.
(D

The available gauge data on either side of the

Q)
I3
C.

land fall viz., Hauras and Visakhanatnam are analysed
shown in Figs.27 and 28 resnectively.
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The mean residual (non-astronomical) sea level
at Madras during the aeriod of occurrence of the cyclone
was found to have an average value of about 0.3 m above
the mean sea level with neaks of 0.41 m and 0.40 m

occurring at 0800 IST on 4th and 1000 I5T on 6th
resnectively. Evidently, the oeaks at Madras occurred
before and after the land fall of the cyclone. The
transient sea level at Visakhaoatnam occurred between
0400 IST of 3rd and 0000 IST of 5th with a Deak value of

0.42 m at 0000 IST on 4th. The oeak surge at
Visakhapatnam was noticed before the occurrence of the
landfall. A close examination of the tide gauge data at
both the olaces indicates a similarity of the Deak surge
occurring around lo hours before the landfall. At both
the nlaces the residual sea level shows a tendency of
anoroaching the nean sea level much before and after the
landfall, which means, that the oscillatory nature of
sea level during the total duration of the cyclone is
transitory.

2 ~ 8 ~ I§.<a.\c;r1,l..i- ,.Qv.,<.:.l.,@.n 0 15 ..l.5-..l.li\l.Q.\£.€%fl3Q§.1?,,2 - 3 - 1
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A low oressure area from the South China Lea moved
westward across the Andaman Sea on 14th and concentrated

into a deoression on the morning of l5th with its centre



near lO.5ON, 870E. Hovinq rather fast in a northwesterly
direction, it becameideeb deoression the same evening and
raoidly intensified into a severe cyclonic storm on the
morning of loth when it was centred near l3.8ON, 82.505.
The severe cyclonic storm crossed south Andhra Coast
between Nellore and Kavali (Kavali is about 35 km north

of Nellore) around midnight of loth and weakened into a
low over hayalaseema by l7th. The radar track of the
storm (Fiq.29) confirms that the cyclone crossed the
coast between 2230 and 2330 IQT of loth at a ooint north
of about 22.5 km from Nellore.

2~3~2- hens ans erssssrs rsssrts Qt the srstsas

The shin VwLG reoorted northerly wind near 120%,
s4°s at l63O Ist of l5th and south—southwesterly wind at
l9OO IbT at the same nosition and barometric pressure drob
during this oeriod was from lOC2.2 mb to 896.2 mb on the
same day. The wind shift and the fall in oressure
suqeested that the deoression centre oassed close to this. , . , ,. W s o o_shio that evening. Another snio UIJB near 12.5 N, 87.0 Q
resorted a wind of 30 kt at l73O IsT of lfith.

On loth again the shio UYJE near 16.5°N, 83.505
reborted surface wind of 38 kt from east at ll3@ IQT and
the ship ATJw near l5ON, 820$ resorted 30 kt wind of
ESE at 203O IST,
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The satellite oicture of this storm on
leth, taken when it was crossing the const, showed a

i7?’

c+

mdximum wind of 60 on Dvorek scale (Pant gt gl., l978).
But no such strong wind wis reoorted by any other source
of observation. Although, the severe cyclone nassed
within 30 kn off Wellore observntory, the wind at Wellore
did not exceed 25 kt at any time on this day (Fig.3l).

5.1.
'-J 0

/\.~0-I

This sugoests that the strongest winds -. not extend
beyond 20 km or so from the storm centre. This was also
suonorted by the reoort of IND sources eccordinq to which
the severe damvge extended only to about 20 km to the
north end l5 km to the south of the track. A maximum

wind of 60 kt would give the nressure of 992 mb at the
centre of the storm.

The interesting asnect of this cyclone is that all
the stations nearer to the landfall showed two low
oressures, one in the morning and the other in the night
of léth (Fig.3l). This may be due to the to and fro
motion of the cyclone at the landfall area on thst day.

Fl‘
I;rt

Table 7 gives the comoarison of observed and
computed vnlue: of the wind on loth. The observed values

are obtnined from shin reoorts, neerby constnl stetions
and from the sntellite nictures. The winds are commuted
using the orcssure distribution of the synoetic mans of





Fig.31. HOURLY OBSERVATIONS OF WIND AND PRESSURE ALONG
SOUTH EAST COAST OF INDIA ON 16-11-1976.
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G830 and 1730 IQT which are shown in Pigs.32 and 33.
As the observed winds are not available in all the grids
used, the need of comnuted winds arose and they are
used wherever required.

f\)

Q.)

C.-J

Fig.34 denicts the comouted wind setun in the
area of landfall along AB, CU and ;F. The setun increased
northward along the coastline with lowest and hiwhest

r1
W

values along A5 and - resoectively. The setun along
the three oaths increases gradually while the fall is
relatively abruot. The oeak surge occurred almost
simultaneously with the landfall. The oeak values
along AB, Ca and BF are 212, 244 and 265 cm resoectively.
It is interesting to note that there is a resurgence
in the area of landfall oarticulhrly on the left hand
side of the track.

2 - 3 - 1% -  c.‘:.=1..is.. .Z;.i.<1*~§.»;..1:a.§.i.<1:.....1"1 C1..j£i.$ala,ha.aa.itn.a..H1

Figs. 35 and 36 show the tides of observed
and oredicted tides, and residual and mean residual sea
levels at Madras and Visakhaoatnam resnectively during
the neriod 15th to 17th Wovember 1976 when the cyclone
was intense.



Fig.32.0830 IST POSITION ON 16 NOV. 1976.
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Fig.33- 1730 IST POSITION ON .16 NOV.1976.
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The mean residual sea level at Madras increases
gradually from a value of 0.2 m to a maximum of about
0.46 m before the landfall and then decreases. at
Visakhabatnam the mean residual sea level is relatively
much lower than that at Madras and occurs also much in
advance of landfall. It can be inferred that the
influence of the cyclone is confined only to the smaller
area.

2 - 4- .,_.Q;X._¢,.1;.O..£1.€-?.,_.
2.4.1. A well marked low oressure area moved from

Gulf of Siam northwestward to east Central Bay off
south arakan Coast on 7th and it concentrated into a
denression on the morning of 8th with its centre nearon ol , . , .l7.5 H, 92.5 e. _%ov1nq nortnwestward it became a deeb
denression on 9th and further intensified into a severe. , . 0, orcyclonic storm on the morninn of lOth near 20 H, 90 4

-\(tig.37). The store was tracked by the Cyclonebdarning
macar at Calcutta from l83O Isl of lOth when it was

J.locat 306 kn southeast of Calcutta (Fid.39). It can be_,

"Tb

C/..

inferred from the radar track (Fig.38) that the storm
crossed the coast near Contai between lO30 ZQT and ll3O I6?

of llth. The UOAA—4 satellite oicture (Fiq.39) taken at
about the same time also confirms this. Although, its

P‘) §(la
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intensity reduced to cyclonic storm by the night of llth,

rt
IT

it retained that intensity on land unto l3 morning.
Thereafter, the storm weakened to deeo depression over
Bihar Plateau and dissioated on l9th evening.

2 - 4 - 2 - tLi.nl<i,t  .pa:s.§..s.y.te, ,ra<:a,Q:-ates..-,9.fl_,.t.b.§>..-,,c..1c<;l,enle

The storm had a core of hurricane winds on llth

as revealed by the satellite nicture (Fiq.39). The
hourly observations ot wind and oressure reoorted by
Sager Island, Sandheads, Contai and Balasore during the
oeriod lO.9.l97o to ll.9.l976 is shown in Fig.4O. Sagar
Island and Sandheads reborted maximum surface winds of

70 to 80 kt on llth. The maximum gusty winds reached
85 kt at Sagar Island on llth by about noon. These two
stations also reoorted the maximum nressure deoarture

from normal as minus 26 to 28nvb on llth. This cyclone
nassed close to Sagar Island at 0930 Isr on llth (Fig.38)
and the lowest nressure recorded at this olace is 973 mb
at G830 IQT on this day (Fid.4O). The maximum wind

estimated from the satellite oicture (Fiq.39) on Dvorak
scale is 70 kt. The nressure at the centre of the storm
for a maximum wind of 80 kt works out to be 977 mb

(Natarajan and Hamamurty, 1975), while the actual pressure
tanned ill 971.5 1* on llth by Sugar Island near the
storm centre.
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Fig.40. HOURLY OBSERVATIONS OF WIND AND PRESSURE AT GANGETIC
COAST FROM 1o-1917610 11-9176.
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I The comouted winds ace obtained from the
oressure distribution of the cyclone at 0830 and 1730 IST
nos tions on llth which are shown in Figs.4l and 42
resnectively. These winds are used wherever required to
evaluate the surge. A comoar son of the observed and
cemented winds is shown in the table VIII.

2 ~ 4~ 3 - ;§!4,1?.s.@,,.,a,t..l.l,;1n,d.f,a..l..1:,

Figs.43 and 44 show the grids and bathymetry used
to calculate the wind setuo along the three oaths AB,
Cd and 5?. The magnitude of wind setuo at the landfall

is shown in Fig.45. The wind setuo along AB, Cd and EF
IS

is almost gradual and similar. The eeakkreached slightly
earlier along AB and CD than along EF. The 0ccurrenCe
of oeak surge at along JP coincides almost with the
landfall. The fall of the surge aooears to be very abruot.
The magnitufe of the oeak surge along AB, Ce and BF is

l~—'

PO
O\

ll3, and l38 cm resoectively.

Uhile the computed peak surge (wind setuo) is only
1.38 m the reoorted values a" more than 2 m (Pant gt gl.,

|...|

(D

1978). During the neriod of the cyclone there was a
recorded rainfall of 2? cm. Derhaos, a tidal bore was
induced in Hooghly estuary due to heavy discharge of
rain water against the insurgence of the cyclone resulting
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Fig. 41. 0830 IST POSITION ON II SEPT I976.~: ~1 I I | | | I | I I I L2§N
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Fig.43.GRlD USED FOR THE CYCLONE OF 8-19 SEPT 1976. (-'-)CYcLONE TRACK.
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in the overestimate of the surge than that calculated
froe wines.

2~4~4~ lies ens serselellzasar leleee

For the oeriod 8.9.l976 to 19.9.1976 observed,
oredicted, residual and mean residual tides are presented

-‘A
JO
O

in Fi~s.46 to - The mean residual sea level shows
maximum values of 0.5 m at 2000 l$T on 8th and during
080G to 200$ IQT on llth resnectively and a negative
sea level of 0.49 m during OCOO to O8C0 IST on lOth
(Fig.46). The highest rise in sea level of l.l m at
OCCC IQT on l2th (Fig.4?) is consnicuous. The sea level

rise is not significant during léth to 19th (Fig.48).
. 5'

It is highlighted to note here that the commuted surge

El

at landfall (1.38 from Fig.45 and the highest level
(l.l m) obtained from tide curves (Fig.47) agreed very
well.
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CHAPTER 111

SEA LEVEL VARIATIONS ALONG TI-IE

EAST COAST OF INDIA.
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Variations in sea level are caused by oceanograohic,

meteo ologic, hydrelogic, geologic, seismologic and
eustatic factors. The first two factors are imoortant
for the seasonal variations, whereas, the others for the
long term variations of sea level. A knowledge of the
fluctuations in the mean sea level finds anolication in
the accurate prediction of storm surges and basin
oscillations, coast and harbour development, and coastal
zone management.

Considerable literature is available on the mean
sea level and its seasonal and annual changes in many

\OO

oarts of the world oceans (Pattullo gt gl., l956

I-—'
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Lisitzin and Pattullo, l96l Lisitzin, 1972,1974;
Hossiter, 1967 1972; Fairbridge, 19e1,1962,1963).
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Whereas the information oertaining to the Indian Ocean
on this subject is scinty, the works of Drasada Rao and
LHFOHG (l953,l954), Ramanadham and Varadarajulu (1964),

Ramanadham at gl. (l965)9 and Varadarajulu and
Dhanalakshmi (l975) concern the sea level variations in
the Bay of Bengal horde ing India and those of Rama haju
and Hariharan (1967), Hair (1974) and Kesava Uas (1979)
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pertain to the west coast; The y of Chugh (1961)
deals with the secular variations alonq both the coasts.~3 - l 
3 ~ 1 ~ l ~

The first attetot in the studv of sea level
variations in the Indian region was wade by Prasada hao
and LaFond (l€%3,l954). They studied the annual sea level
variations of Ray of Bengal and found, the amolitude
of the cycle is the largest at Kidderoore with a range
amounting to 170 cm (Prasada mao and LaFond, l953). The

hiqhest values are observed in July and Auqust, and the
lowest in January and February. The chanqes in seasonal
sea level at Visakhaoatnam are considerable mainly due to
the effects of vertical distribution of density of the sea
water and the atmosoheric oressure difference between
Visakhaoatnam and Victoria Point (Drasada Rao and LaFond,
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Chugh (1961) present the annual and secular
variations of sea level in the Arabian Sea and Bay of 5engal
The amblitudes and ohwse lags of the l9 years tide
(nodal tide) for four reoresentative norts have also been
discussed.



Later, while discussing the fluctuations in the
monthly mean sea level at Visakhaoatnam, Ramanadham and

Varadarajulu (1964) concluded that these fluctuations
can be attributed to the heavy concentrated rainfalls, and
winds blowing consistently in a narticular direction-’ —' -4".’

4

Hamanadham gt gl. (1965) indicated that sea level
is constant at Maltair over a long oeriod but increases
towards the northern stations Sagar Island, Garden nG&Ch
and giamond Harbour along east coast of India
amounting to about 3U,l7 and l2 cm resoectively. They
also inferred that the sea surface is slightly tilted uo
along the western Bay of 5engal from Visakhanatnam to
north during 20th century, which may be related to the
gradual change in water mass characteristics of reduced
densities at the head of the Bay of Gengal and increase
of density in the southwestern oart with a neutral zone
off the Visakhaoatnam Coast.

Varadarajulu and Dhanalakshmi (1975) exolained

the monthly and annual mean sea levels off Madras in
relation to the physical oronerties of sea water, wave
characteristics and climate in the neighbourhood. According- i rto them the tide range at Madras varies from l5 cm xor
neantides to 128 cm for snring tides and these values are



relatively smaller than those of the northern stations
alone the east coast of India.

» 1 ~2 ~  r<:,.ea..§..t

Dirunal; seasonal and seculac variations Of sea
level along the west coast of India were studied by

. T4
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hamaRaju and riharan (l967). According to them the
diurnal and seasonal variations of sea level at Cochin
shewed an annual range of 45 on (13 inches) with nest of
the variation occurring euring August to December. The
snort oeriod fluctuations in sea level observed during
the southwest monsoon bear a close relation with the

associated rainfall and wind. The general trend of secular
variation along the west coast of Ineia during this
century is a greater increase in sea level in the
northern reeion then in the south. The rates of increase
at Jhaunagar and Bombay are l.77 cm/yr and 0.03 cm/yr,
resoectively.

Later, the rise in sea level alone the west coastwmw
confirmed by Nair (l974) while studying the submerged

terraces on the western continental shelf between Bombay

and Karwar Qn the basis of radiocarbon dating. He oointed
out that these submerged terraces are of Holocene age
and the rise in sea level along the west coast is, oossibly,



due to tectonic instability, which in turn, may be due
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to influence of the downwarning of the Indus Cone on
the shelves borcering the Arabian Sea.

The seasonal variation in mean see level at
Pormugao was studied by Kesava Jas (1979), who observed

a seasonal trend in the monthly sea level, with low values
during the southwest monsoon and hiqh values in the fair
weather oer ed. The factors reso nsible for these
variations were understood to be the coastal currents,

‘the direct effect of wind for thewater density and
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variation ef mean sea level aooeared to be relatively
insignificant. t
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The eonthlysmean sea level variations at
Visakhabatnam and Madras, Uublet and Sagar, KiduGIUOIO,1 .
and diamond Tarbour and Calcutta is oresented in Figs.49
to 52. The oeriods of data used in the estimation of sea
level variations for the different stations are indicated
at aoorooriate olaces.
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Facras ans Visakhaoatnam constitute the southern

most Dart of the area of study. At both the places (Fig.49
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the variation is of bi~annual nature with a orimary
maximum occurring during October—November and the

secondary during May-June. The brimary and secondary
minima occur during fiarch~Abril and July~nueust
resnectively. It is consnicuous to note that the nrimary
maximum occurs slinhtly earlier at Visakhanatnam than at
Madras while the brimary minimum at Madras brecadeg that

at Visakhaeatnam. The secondary maxima and minima at
both the olaces occurs almost simultaneously. The
orimary maxima at both the blaces is due to the northeast
monsoon winds that drive the oceanic waters against the
coast, and since they (onset of northeast winds) occur
earlier at Visakhaoatnam than at Madras, brimary maximum
occurs at Visakhabatnam. Besides, it is also aided by
the process of sin?ing which commences along the east
coast of lndia by about Seotember. The primary minima
at these nlaces is the consequence of the southwest
monsoon winds which have an offshore comeonent along the
east coast of India. This corroborates with the
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sequence of occurrence of the nrimary minima

and Visakhanatnam resoectively, as the onset of the
southwest monsoon winds cross Fadras earlier than

Visakhaoatnam. The secondary maxima and minima are due to

the interruntions in the sea level by steric effects that
are caused by uowelling, river discharge and rainfall.



The sea level Cucreases with uowelling (February-April),
while it increases with river discharge and rainfall

O
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(Nay~July and ber—Deceaber) at Madras and
Visakhaoatnam (Fig.49).

The range of sea level variation at Visakhapatnam
is about 0.45 m and about 0.3 m at Wadras (Pig.49).

3 - 2 - 2- 22P.l..eL.a.n.§i..§.aaa.r

At both the olaces the variation of sea level shows
(Fig.5O) a sinusoidal nature with higher values during
July to Seotewber and lower values in February. At
Uublet. in snite of the hieher values during July to
Seotember, there is actually a decrease in sea level
from July to August and an increase from Hugust
to Seotewber. The reason for such a variation is not
immediately aooarent; however, hieher sea level during
July~;eotember way be due to the transoort of sea water
against the land by the onshore southwest monsoon winds
and rainfall. The minimum sea level in February at both
the wlaces anoenrs to be the consequence of the offshore
northeast monsoon winds. The tidal range at both the
stations is almost the same with a value of about 0.5 m
(Fig.5O).
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: Fig. 51 indicates a single maximum and a
minimuw occurring during August~Seotember and February

resoectively, The annual range of sea level at this
Olace aooears to be the highest with a value of l.65 m.
The rate of increase, as well as decrease in sea level,
is very high.3 - 2 - 4»

The sea level at Calcutta and Diamond Harbour

is highest durinfi August while it is lowest in February
with a higher rate of increase at Calcutta than at
Diamond Harbour (Fig.52).

3 - 3 ~    -~ o,v_a;ia.it,i,iQn.iat
different stations along the east coast of Yndia- — - 4 4 ~ 1 .- _ _ - -I
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- Hhile the seasonal sea level variation in the
south (Madras and Visakhanatnam, E1 is semi—sinusoidal
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(bi~annual), it is sinusoidal (annual) in the north
(Figs.5O to 52). The sea level is significantly higher
at Calcutta and Kiddernore with a maximum value of around

8.l m. It is also interesting to note that the rate of
increase as well as decrease of sea level with time is the
highest at these two olaces. The occurrence of higher sea

O0



level shifts gradually from July-August in northern—

most to November in the southerfl:most region, under
study. fihile the causative factor for the rise of sea
level in the north is the southwest monsoon winds

associated with the heavy river discharge and orecioitation
run—off, it is the northeast monsoon winds that drive the
oceanic water against the coast and the associated
rainfall, in the south. The interesting difference of the
semi—sinusoidal nature in the south (Fig.4?) is mainly
due to steric effect that is caused by uowelling in the
southern oart of the region, while such a ohenomenon
is not oresent in the northern region.

According to Prasada hao and LaFond (1953)

the annual variation of sea level along the east coast
is maximum at Kidderoore amounting to about 1.7 m, and
agrees well with the oresent investigation. Also, the
occurrence of the highest sea level in July coincides
with the observation of Prasada Rao and La Fond (1953).
However, the lowest sea level is noticed to occur in
February in the oresent study, while they observed it
in January.
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The secular variation of mean sea level is worked out



for Fadras, Visakhabatnam, Dublet, Sagar Island,
Diamond Harbour, Kidderoore and Calcutta from the

<1

available mean sea level data, using the five year
movino average technique. The results are oresented
in the Figs.$3 to 55.

3~4~l- Eeeraalaeelliaathaeainam

The secular variation of mean sea level, for the
oeriod l937~l964 at Visakhaoatnam and for the oeriod

l953"l964 for Madras, is shown in 53 a and b.
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Secular variation for Madras for the earlier oeriod could
not be worked out due to the non~availability of data.

The sea level at Wadras (FiQ.53b) decreases very
slowly between l955~l957 and then increases with the same

‘" Visakhabatnam (Fiq.53a) the sea

,,x.L

‘_..

order of magnitude.
level in general shows an increasing tendency from
l937~l957 and from thereafter it decreases. The sudden

decrease of sea level during l96l~l962 may not be of much
consequence, as it may be due to the boundary effect in
the moving average technique enoloyed.
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Figs.54 a and b deoict the secular variation of
mean sea level at Dublet and Kidderoore. Unfortunately,
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as there was no aata available for the neriod between
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l8 and 1921 at Kiddereore and for the neriod beyond
l8®3 at Uublet, it was not oossihle to oresent the secular
variation at these olases continuously for the whole
neriea. However, it is interesting to note that the
variation of mean sea level at Kidderoore is increasing
from l883»l889, whereas, there is a continuous decrease
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\ 

of wean sea level at Dublet from _ r3~l89l. It could be
inferred, from the tendency of the secular variation
curve at Kidderoore, that from l889 onwards, the sea

0 ‘-level is decreasing (FlQ.J
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"here is an increasing
trend of sea level from 1925 onwards.

3 ~11. ~ 3»
The secular variation of mean sea level at éagar,

Diamond Harbour and Calcutta is nresented in Fig.5h.
while continuous data is available for Sagar and Calcutta,
they are limited only for the oeriod l948 to 1964 for
T‘ 0 -. v-- ll Diamonu narbonr.

At Sagai, the sea level increases sharoly from
l9fil~l947 a thereafter, there is not much variation.
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On the other hano, there is an ahrunt fall of sea level
during the oeriod l96O~l96l at this station. A tendency
of gradual increase in sea level is observed at Diamond
Harbour durino the period l95U—l962. The variation of

87



where the variation is rel

sea level at Calcutta indicates alternate increase
and decrease with a oeriod of about 20 years which is
sunerimposed by ninor alternate variations of a smaller
neriod.
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Similar to the variation noticed in the seasonal
mean sea level, there is a distinct variation in secular
sea level also between the southernmost (Madras and

Visakhanatnam) and the northernmost stations under
investigation. while the variation of mean sea level is
relatively less in the sou tnern reg en, it is much higher

of sion is also more abrupt inin the north. The channe
the north comoarefl to the south exceot at Diamond Harbour,

atively more gradual. The_
common feature at almost all the olaces with the exceotion
of utta is, that the sea level increases from about
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l937 till 1957. Similarly, a decreasing tendency in
see level beyond 1959 is consoicuous at most of the statioT18



CHAPTER 1v

NOMOGRAMS
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The primary goal of the storm surge study is the
safeguarding of life and orooerty with the minimum of
inconvenience to the public by forecasting the surge in
advance of the cyclone crossing the coast. In carrying
out the forecasting function, one considers the available
information on the present and recent state of the

CL.
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atmosnhere to rmine the future state which he thinks
has the likelihood of occurrence. The forecast may
suggest alternative possibilities.

Three steps are mainly considered in storm surge
forecnsting:(i) forecasting the cyclone motion and
development, (ii) determining the storm surge which is
imolied by the cyclone forecast and (iii) determining
the oractical imbortance of the storm surge in terms
of soecific flood denths at a narticular place.

For maximum usefulness, the technieue of estimation
of surge should be simnle, and it should be based on
cyclone oarameters that are obtainable before the
cyclone crosses the coast.



Since the present thesis is primarily concerned
with the objective of developing a method by which the
storm surge genereted by an impinging cyclone of known
parameters could be predicted before it approaches the
coast, it is proposed to discuss the different techniques
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and final present the nomograms that are worked out to. ._ , 0give a forecast or prooable surge that can : emerge. out
of impinging cyclones of various intensities and angles
of orientation of crossing the east coast of India.
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The " step in formulating a storm surge is
forecasting the future position and intensity of the
cyclone. According to usual practice, the location of low
pressure centre is first determined and then the wind
field and the other features of the cyclone are related
to the position of the centre.

4 - l - :§.‘~l£Q€_..f..<lr_€£il§Q;;l2Q

The techniques of forecasting storm surges in
partly enclosed sea areas have been classified by Groen
(1963) as being either purely empirical, purely theoretical
and partly empirical—partly theoretical.
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In purely empirical methods, the surge at a
particular place and time is related directly to the
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values of barometric nressure or wind at fixed points of
the sea at the same or earlier tires. The relation is
deriveo on the basis of statistical analysis of sea level
and meteorological data corresponding to the oast surges.
Account may be taken of the surge nrooagation to a given
Dlace by including a contribution to the surge at that
nlace involving the disturbance of sea level at another
nlace at an earlier time. An examole of this formula is
derived by Corkan (1948).

as = RD + o.os3 MINI - o.oss EIEI ~ o.o7s ninl —
~ 0.095 elel

where RC is the disturbance in feet where the surge is
>..)

to be forecasted after eliminating the effect of local
barometric nressure assuming a statical law at time t hours,

RD is the observed disturbance in feet at some olace away
from the olace of forecast at time t ~ 9 hours after
elimination of the effect of barometric oressure assuming
the statical law.

N and E are the north and east oressure gradients
in the sea at time t hours. n and e are the north and
east oressure gradients in the sea at time t — 9 hours.
Clearly, in using this formula to forecast the surge at
time t hours, a meteorological forecast is required of the
oressure gradients in the sea at time t hours, t - 6 hours
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t ~ 9.hours.

- n._ t
gether with the observed surge and_oressure at F.

;! The emn rical formula us,d for oredic ion
of storm surge in Jaoan is\ 1/3

H = -a(h-.00)  h W‘ Cos e

where p is the atmosoheric oressure (mb), oo the monthly
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mean atmosoheric oressure H the wind
9 the angle between the wind direction and

velocity (m/s)
the direction

in which the wind setuD is most effective (usually, the
direction normal to the coast or the direction of the bay
axis); H the surge height (cm), and a and b the numerical
constants. The first and the second term of the right—hand
side reoresent the sea level variation due to the
atmosnheric pressure fall and the wind effect resnectively.
The coefficients a and b for each station are calculated
hv means of the least seuare method from hourly or three
hourly observations, and the effect of wind on u-45
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surge was comoared with that of atmospheric pressure fall
Further, similar emoirical techniques have been develooed

by Cline (1@2o,1e2@), Tomczak (l954}9 Connar gt al. (1957),
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Hoover (1957), Harris (l957,l962), Donn (19
Bretschneider (l959a,l959b}, Harris and Angelo
Keers (1968), Chan afid Walker (ieve).
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The empirical methods rely on statistical

analysis of past observations and much depends on the
degree to which the results of such analysis are

situations. The tendency is for the
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relevant to

statistical averaging processes to give more weight to
the greater number of small surges and, as a consequence,
an empirical formula might well give unsatisfactory
forecasts for the vitally important large surges which,
occur infrequently but which often produce disastrous
floods. The empirical method uses values of barometric

LJ

(Di

pressu? or wind at one or more discrete points over the
sea and is, therefore, liable to omit the effects of strong
inhomogeneities in such producing wind and pressure fields.
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ln purely theoretical approach surge forecasts
are obtained by integrating the dynamical differential
equations which govern the ~ eration and propagation

1.Q
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D

of storm surges. For this purpose a nunerical sea model
is postulated. The differential equations are replaced
by finite difference equations which then form the basis
of step~hy—step nroceoure yielding surge values at
intersection points of a grid covering the sea.
Uncertainties in the determination of surface wind stress
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from meteorological * and lack of proper knowledge of
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values to be assigned to the coefficients of bottom
friction are some important weaknesses of this method.
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Harris (l@62) and Qroen GlSCUSS€d tne advantages
and disadvantages of ourely emnirical and nurely
theoretical lines of aooroach. In the theoretical method
the accuracy of the surge forecast denends upon the
asaumntiens emnloyed in translating the ohysical
descrintion of nature into Pathematical terms.
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; Bertly empirical ~ oartly theoretical methods,

has been develened by bchalkwijk (1947), Heenink (1958),
neenink and Green (1958). The method first determines
the wind induced elevation of sea level at a particular

:3
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time assumi 5 the changing wind conditions as
quasi~ctatienary. In these eeterminations the elevation
at any narticular time (known as the equilibrium elevation)
is found by summindup the conditions from wind fields
at that time acting reanectively over each from different
noints. The contribution to the equilibrium elevation
from each area is deduced from the gradient wind over the
area using'tables and qranhs established nartly on an
embirical basis and nartly on the basis of theoretical
comnutation. The real elevations are subsequently
obtained from the equilibrium elevation by aoplying

" e corrections to take account of certain dynamic
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effects of a time—lag between the annlication of wind to

rt

the sea surface and 1s corresponding response of the
surface level heights associated with a surge peak. and
damped oscillations of the sea level following a surge.

Allied to the problem of surge forecasting as
discussed above is the problem of determining the
frequency with which abnormally high sea levels might be
expected to occur in the future at coastal locations.
Knowledge of such frequencies of occurrence helps in
making the design of sea defences safe and economical.

4.2. Present techgiggg-_-:2-er  . ‘C — -Q---—_

Of the three techniques discussed, partly theoretical 
partly empirical technique appears to have less limitations

O
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compared to - nurely empirical or purely theoretical
technique. Therefore, it is proposed to apply‘ _. such a
technique for the prediction of surges that are DIOduC@d
by cyclones originated in the Bay of Bengal and imeinge the
east coast of lndia.

The various factors that contribute to the generation
of a surge and their relative significance are discussed in
the introductory chapter. From that it is realised that

< wind setup plays a major role and it is mainly controlled
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by the bathymetry and wind stress. The winds are comouted
for various intensities of oressure droo between the centre
and the outer oeriphery of the cyclone identified by the
outer most closed isobar around a low pressure, The wind
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setup d at different olaces along the east coast
of India by the cyclones aooroaching the coast at angles of

l—*

5.-J
U1

960 and O from the north are estimated, taking into the
account, the actual bathymetry at these olaces. Graphs
are drawn between the wind setuo for varying oressure drop
and the radius of curvature of the outermost closed isobar

of the low pressure system. In the comoutation, the
pressure gradient is considered as the pressure droo
between the lowest reoorted oressure and the oressure of the
outermost closed isobar of the cyclone. The oressure
gradient in the cyclone varies from a highest value near
the eye of the cyclone to the lowest value at the outer
oeriohery of the cvclone. Therefore, the oressure gradient
evaluated oives an overall oressure oradiont instead of the-J -/
in giig oressure at different ooints. Hence, the Qgmputed
$urge"méy have a slight deviation from the real which is
subsoguently obtained by aoolying a simole correction tc
take account of certain dynamic effects caused by the
wind fields not being stationary as has been assumed.
The correction is obtained by drawing a grabh between the
surge values obtained from the nomoorams and from the cas;
studies.
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The winds generated by varying pressure drop for
different radii of curvature of the cyclones are computed
using the gradient wind equation. They are presented
as the ordinate against the pressure drop on the
abscissa. In fact, the pressure drop is used as a
substitute to the pressure gradient, which is the variation
of the pressures over the radius of the outer most closed
isobar. According to Bretschneider (1967) the recorded
pressure drop in a tropical cyclone is 45 mb and the
maximum radius of curvature is 500 km. Hence, in the
present study, the winds are computed for pressure drops
varying from O to 5U mb and for the radii of curvature of
lOO,200,300,4OO and 506 km. Figs.56 to 60 show the

graphs representing winds generated by the varying pressure
drop at Nagapatnam, Madras, Masulipatnam, Visakhaoatnam and

Paradip, respectively.

As expected, for the gradient wind equation, the
magnitude of the wind decreases with increasing radius of
curvature and Coriolis force, for the same pressure drop.
Accordingly, the wind speed is found decreasing from
Nagapatnam to Paradip (Figs.56 to 60) for any pressure drop
over a constant radius of curvature. For a maximum pressure
drop of 50 mb and a radius of curvature of 100 km, the winds
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Fig.6O.RELATlON~ OF WIND AND PRESSURE AT PARADlP
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. . , , lat agapatnam and Paradin are round to be 61 m sec and-l .59 m sec , resoectivelv. For the sane pressure drop

._ 7,4-4

and a raiius of curvature of 500 km the corresponding values,
respectively, are 55 ant 5l m sec_l. Thus it is evident
that Coriolis force is too insignificant and for that matter
even the effect of the radius of curvature also is much less
compared to that of the pressure drop in the generation of
wind.

4-4- Sur Q nredistien fremvnemearams.10 |I'IiT j;r JIFQI -4 $*P.fi I-I it -WI-rJ'r*.II' Jr 3- Ii-§-CKIJIIIIIPI $'r!=I?I"I'I'='_:

After evaluating the winds for varying pressure
drop and different radii of curvature, the surge generated
by the winds is computed using the actual bathymetry at
Nagapatnam, Madras, Masulipatnam, Visakhaoatnam and Paradip,

for an impinging cyclone with angles of incidence of 900 and
1350 from the north. Graphs are drawn with the surge on the
ordinate and pressure drop along the abscissa. These

Fl‘
D"
(D

graphs serve as nomograms to predict surge when the
pressure drop, radius of curvature and the angle of
incidence of the cyclone are known. Normally, the maximum
surge that can be expected does not exceed lO m and so the
computations are limited to a maximum surge height of lO m.

4.4.1. fiaganatnam

Figs.6l and 62 represent the nomograms of the surge
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produced at Nagaoatnam for the angles of inCide.:é§%F§!@Hib' I.: -.  (o ~ , 0 . Q"-“
90 and 135 , respectively. At Nagaoatnam a sur Q’ fgahou

‘ 0
3.4 m occurs for a oressure droo of 50 mb and a ra _ o;\\§

\*4"2z 5curvature of lCC km when the angle of incidence is 9C‘;\ Y‘
whereas it is about 4.2 m for the same radius of curvature
and oressure droo but an angle of incidence is 1350.
Therefore, the surge height increases with the increase in
angle of incidence. This is mainly Cue to the difference
in bathymetry with resoect to the two orient"tions
(Fio.6la). The inclinativn of the curves with the

J

abscissa indicates that the surge height increases raoidly
with the oressure dron and more so when the angle of. . . 0 . . , .incidence is 135 . The variationboi surge height for a
oressure dron of 50 mb and for the radii of curvature of
lOO km and 500 knuxwzfrom 3.4 to 2.8 m and 4.2 to 3.6 m for. .. o o .the angles of incidence of 90 and 135 respectively.
Thus the maximum contribution due to the change in radius
curvature from 100 to 500 km is only 0.6 n for a oressure
dron of 50 mb.

4 - 4 - 2- &;E.e.<3.£.§

The surge generated at Fadras for varying oressure
dron and different radii of curvature is shown in Figs.63

\O

, . . o oand 64 for the angles or incidence of O and l35
resnectively. For a oressure droo of 50 mb and a radius
of curvature of lOO km, a surge of about 1.9 m is induced

of
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, . ,, . -o 'when the angle Or incidence is l35 and about l.2 m for

\’)
F3

O

the angle of incidence is ~ Hence, it can be inferred
that the change in the orientation of the imoinging cyclone
can change the surge height by about 0.7 m. klthough this
number aonears to he small, its relative contribution to
the total surge height is consicerable as the maximum

P2
Di
(D

surge is only 1.9 m. It can also be seen that surge
height increases with the increase of angle of incidence. \ O £‘ O _., _ \ C '.- - -»-\from 90 to l3a . Prom the closeness O1 toe curves for
different raflii of curvature, it is obvious that the
variation of the radius of curvature has negligible effect
on the surge height, which increases with the increasing
angle of incidence.

4 - 4 - 3 ~ ii§*_s..e...1=.i.2§-..in,e.22

Granhs nresenting the surge height for varying

-_’“‘.

|_.| .

Hi

pressure droo and erent radii of curvature are oresented. . e , . . o _in Pigs.65 and 66 for the angles or incidence of 9C and0 ,. T .l35 resoectively. it may be noted that the maximum surge
of over lO m occurs at Masulioatnam for an angle of. . O . . .incidence of 90 wnereas, it is not even 5 m for the
same oressure dron of 50 mb and radius of curvature of". ' ' Il . . . O lO( km when the angle of incidence is l35 . Because of. , ,., 0such a high surge for the angle of incidence of 90 at

Q1

MasulioatnamArelatively higher scale is taken for
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presenting the surge height in this narticular diagram
(Fig.65), while a smaller and uniform scale on the ordinate
is used for the rest of the diagrams. Obviously, the
angle of incidence has a major influence on the induced
surge atlflasulioatnam. Fer both the angles of incidence
the surge height increases sharoly with the increase of
pressure droo. The effect of the radius of curvature is
relatively insignificant comnared to other factors.

4 - 4 - 4 
The surge generated at Visakhanatnam for varying

nressure droo and radii of curvature for the angles of. Id _ o , 0 . J . . , J ,inciuence of 9C and 135 is reoresenteu in Figs.o7 ano 08
reseectively. For a maximum nressure droe of 50 mb and for. . .0 ..an angle of incidence of 90 and radii of curvature of
100 km the surge nroduced is about l.5 m. Therefore)it can
be construed that the surge develooed at Visakhanatnam is
of much smaller magnitude, may be mainly due to the narrow
continental shelf. The surge height increases with the, A r , ., to 0 .decrease or anele of incidence from l3a to 9O . It is
interesting to note that the surge height does not
denend much on the radius of curvature.
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FiQs.6§ and 70 show the surge evolved at “aradip. . .0 , o .for the enflles of incidence of 9? and l25 respectively.. - . . . towhen the angle of incidence 18 90 , a oressure droo of
SC mb generates a surge of over 5 m for a radius of
curvature of 100 kn. For the same pressure droo and
radius of curvature a surge of less than 2.5 m is develooed
when the angle of incidence is 135°. Thus, it is obvious
that the angle of incidence is a Oredominant factor
controlling the surge height. A chanee in the radius of
curvature from 10? to 500 km results in a dron of about

1.4 and 0.7 w in the surge height for the angles of
incidence of 900 and l35O resoectively when a oressure uroh
of 50 mb occurs. Therefore, the effect of the radius of
curvature also eecreases with the increase of angle of3. ' 1 O ")r‘OLfiClQ€nC€ from 90 to lqfi ,

Q1
0

4 érereieereesialeeeitheleeatieeesr

In this section, it is orooosed to discuss the
relative effects of imoinging cyclones along the east coast
of lnuia with varving intensity ann angle of incidence.
Fron the oreceeding section it is evident that along the
east coast the most vulnerable areas of storm surges are
off Jasulioatnam and parading narticularly, when the angle

1521
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1

of incidence is less at both the olaces. The main factor
that contributes to the surge height at these olaces is the
bathymetry. An exanination of the bathynetric charts
(Figs.l9 and 44) indicates a buildun in surge height when

the cyclones imoinge at angles equal and less than 9COas they
travel over shallow regions for longer distances. At
Masulioatnam the surge height is exnected to be less for
the angles of incidence between 1000 and l7OO, and again
a strong huilduo is exnected when the angle of incidence is
beyond 1700, At Daradio the surge is exnected to increase
with the decreasing angle of incidence and decreases with. . . . , O ._increasing angle of incieence from 90 . ln the order of
magnituee of surges generated at other nlaces they can be
ranked in the descending order as Naganatnam, Madras and
Visakhaoatnam. Obviously, the least surge induced at

Visakhabatnam is mainly because of a very narrow
continental shelf (Figs.lb and 44). As a result,
irresnective of the intensity of the cyclones the surge
generated at Visakhanatnam is extremely shall. It is also
consoicuous that the variation in the angle of incidence
does not change the surge height much, exceot when a cyclone
imninges the coast at angles less than 960 or greater than
1800. Such a situation seldom occurs at this olace. That is

even a single incidence of storm surgewhy there is not
reaorted at this nlace. The common feature between Hadras and

{J



Magaoatnam is that with increasing angle of incidence
the surge height increases due to bathymetry. Perhaos,
the effect of the storm surge at Nagaontnam may be the

O

\O
(J

least when the angle of incidence is and increases with-Pg    -., ._ ~, - 1 1- -0-. Q Od€Ci€8SlfiQ anh LflCi€dSlflg angles of incidence 1lOm /O ., , . . . . oHowever, the increasing angle of incidence from 9G may be
more effective than decreasing angle of incidence because
the width of the continental shelf increases southward from

Nagaoatnam. At Wadras the surge height is likely to‘ r'~ 1 ' ' Oincrease further beyond the angle of incidence of 135 .

I-»
O
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As pointed out earlier, it is exoected that the
nomograms serve the ouroose of oredicting the surges that
are nroduced by cyclones imoinging the east coast of India
at different angles of incidence and varying intensities
in the neighbourhood of the stations for which the
nomograms are worked out. In view of the limitations

involved in the oreoaration of the nonograms)it becomes
necessary to draw a correction graoh to give a valid
orediction. The correction graoh is drawn between the
surges that were observed in the case studies as well as
those that were resorted at other times and the comouted

surges (from the nomograms), oroduced by cyclones having
the same oressure droos, radii of curvature and aooroximate
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annles of incidence
that at lower values
conouted values are
underestimation for
Therefore, to net a

(Pig.7l). It is clear from this graph
of surge height less than l.5 m, the

an overestimation and it is an

the surge heights greater than 1.5 m.
reasonably accurate nrediction,

negative and nositive corrections have to be aoolied for
the values of the nomograms less and greater than 1.5 m
resnectively, which can be identified from Fig.7l. The
overestimation of the surge at the lower values and
underestimation at higher values is likely due to the fact
that the average oressure uradient at lower oressure drons
may be an overestimation and it is an underestimation with
intense cyclones of hioher nressure drons. The discrepancy
at the lower values may sometimes be the result of the
visual observation of the surge renorted, which may be an
overestimate.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
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As concerns the interested area of the east coast
of India, the characteristics of the storm surge attribute
to some meteorological factors, such as pressure droo of the
storm, storm size, sneed of the storm etc. The variation
of surge at a station is not an isolated event, but
closely associated with the variations of the surge in
the cyclone affected area. Consequently;the surge of the
interested area is the resultant of comolex variations
arising out of various factors. Of these, the most
orominent are the wind, bathymetry of the olace,

_ 4- I

orientation of the coast with reference to the track of
the cyclone.

In chaoter II surges are comouted for the past
incidents of the cyclones imeinging on the east coast of
India taking into account the winds computed from the
oressure gradients as depicted in the synoptic mans, the
actual bathymetry and the track of the cyclone. In all the
cases,the surge generated is maximum on the right hand side
of the track and minimum on the left hand side, while the
surge height along the track has a magnituoe in between
these two extremes. As the coast under study runs southwest

1&6
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to northeast the tracks in all the case studies are
oriented in southeast to northwest direction. The winds
in cyclones having the orientation of the track soecified
above contain mostly onshore or narallel comoonents with

southerly direction on the rightjenfi offshore and
northerly cegfinseeés on the left of the track. Under the
control of onshore comoonents, sea water is driven
and oiledun toward the coast, and the winds oarallel to
the coast having a northerly comoonent, with the influence
of the Coriolis force, deflect the sea water towards the
coast in the northern hemisphere. Similarly the offshore
winds and those hlowing oarallel to the coast with a
southerly comoonent drive the water offshore. Thus, the
surge buildsup on the right of the track and resurgence
takes olace on the left of the track in the northern
hemisohere. Therefore, the neak surge and the resurgence
are the result of a two fold effect.

The oeak surge for l9 Hovenber 1977 cyclone is
estimated to he 6.6 m and occurring at the time of landfall
at a distance of 40 km to the right of the landfall,
whereas the dean surge along flfi, CD and BF (Fie.2O) is

4.8 m in the nresent study. However, Dant gt gl. (1980)
reoorted the surge of more than 5.0 m above the ground.
The ground heights given in the Survey of India Charts



in the locality indicate a gentle slooe of about G.5 m
oer km. As the reported surge (greater than Svnl is abOV@
the ground at Hamsaladevi which is 1.5 km from the coast
line, the total surge'above the wean sea level after
ground correction comes to more than 5.75 m. This figure
still anoears to he an underestimate because no visual

reoorts are available exactly at the time of flooding but
after a day or two when the survey teams could go to the
region and sunnly this information. By the time the
survey teams or/the local peoole observed this, it aooears
some water had already receded to the sea. Under these
circumstances the actual surge occurred would have been
more than 6 m.

Subbaramayya gt al. (1979), who surveyed the
affected area, worked out the surge using some emoirical
formulae develooed by earlier workers. They came to the
conclusion that all the oredicted values were about 2/3
of the observed surge. They attributed that the
discreoancy might be oartly because the actual central
oressure at the time of landfall could have been less than
the estimated. The aooroximate value of the oredicted

surge)according to themjis 4.2 m. Therefore, the observed
surge should have been around 6.3 m which agrees well with
the present estimate.
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Ghosh - mentioned that while aonlying his
nomoerams to the surge of Andhra Cyclone, taking the
radius of maximum winds, the angle of track of the cyclone
relative to the coastline and speed of movement of the
cyclone resoectively, as 45 km, 900 and l5 km oer hour, it
works out to 5.2 m. This lower value may be due to the fact
that the actual angle of incidence of the cyclone aonears
to he greater than 900. As the effect of bathymetry. . . _. . oincreases, especially in the area of Dlvl beyond 90 , a
value higher than 5.2 m is exoected.

The numerical model of Johns of el. (1981)
gave the surge height of 4.8 m at Divi at to= 55 hrs
that corresoonds to the morning of 19 Wovenber 1977. While
the surge height comouted by this model agrees with the
survey reoorts, this model aooears to oroduce the oeak
elevation much in advance of the landfall and reoorted

time of flooding. Also this model oroduced the maximum
surge of 5.3 m at Kavali on l8th afternoon instead of at
Divi on afternoon where several thousands of oeoole
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were killed. Therefore, the model of Johns Q; gr. (lssl)
is unlikely to simulate the actual conditions, oerhaos,
because of the differences in the actual and theoretical
cyclones. The assumotion of boundary conditions in the
numerical models are also artificial and are not at nar with
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the actual circumstances. In a subsequent oaner
Johns gt ii. (1982) also arrived at a similar conclusion.

The oresent value also agrees with that of
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Dube gt gl. H), who commuted this surge as 6 m
using the formula of Jelesnianski (1972).
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The occurrence of the neak for the l976 asulioatnam

Cyclone (Fig.26), coinciding with the time of landfall may
be the consequence of the fore-runner. Sharma and

Satyanarayanapurty (1979) also drew a similar conclusion.
Unfortunately, not much inforwation on the surge induced
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by cyclone is available nor any rese rcH work is
renorted on this cyclone. Therefore it could not be
oossible to wake any comoarative study with that of others.
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The surge induced by Kavali lone of 15-17 November
1976 maintains a hioher sea level indicating the oresence
of the foreerunners and a relatively abrunt decrease aooears
to be the consequence of resurgence. According to
Isozaki (l969,l97C),the fore—runners olay an important role
when the movement of the aooroaching cyclone is slow.

The computed surge, in the case of the Contai Cyclone
of 8-19 Seotenber 1976, is relatively less than the renorted
surge of more than 2 m (Pant gt gl., 1978). Perhaos, the
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renorted value of the sea level wight not be the surge
because subsequently a tidal bore wrs likely to be generated
in the Hooghly river due to the all time record rainfall
of 29 cm on l6 November l976. The trend of the surge
curves indicates a foremrunner before the landfall and a

resurgence consequent to it. As exolained earliergthe
fore—runner way be attributed to the slow movement of the
cyclone.

As the tide gauge records are not available at the
exact olace of landfall, a Quantitative comoarison of the
magnitude of the mean residual sea level with the wind setuo

in case studies is not oossible, although)qualitatively they
can be coweared with reference to the relative variations
and times of their occurrence. The time of occurrence of the

:- L.
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oeak and the fall in wind setun along the different
narallels of the storm track coincides with the
corresoonding mean residual tidal structure in general for
all the cyclones.

Relatively very high wind setuo for the Andhra Cyclone
of 1977 (6.6 m) cemnared to the Masulinatnam and Kavali

Cyclones of 1976 (< 2.5 m) is not merely due to the
difference in wind soeeds but anoears to be the consequence
of the shallowness of the shelf between Ongole and
Nizamoatnam where the Andhra Cyclone crossed the coast.
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Jhile the 100 fathom deoth contour is at a distance of
about 8U"85 km from the coast along the track of 1977
Cyclone, it is at a distance of only 4O~5O km for the tracks
of Hasulibatnam and Kavali Cyclones in l976 (Fig.la).
Anart from the shallowness of the shelf, the orientation
of the coast with reference to the aonroach of the cyclone
may also be resnonsible for the difference in wind setup
between the cyclones. All these cyclones crossed the coast
at an angle of l25O to 1300 from north. while considering

numerical model for oreuiction of storm surges along the
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Gangetic Coast, Flierl and Robinson (1972) discussed that
the coastal geometry and bottom tooogranhy are imoortant
in determining the surge resoonse on the ooen coast.

The seasonal sea level variation along the east coast
of India is nrimarily controlled by monsoons, cyclones,
rainfall, and uowelling and sinking. It is already
exnlained that the seasonal sea level variation along the
east coast has a distinct variation between the regions in
the south (Fig.49) and north (Figs.5@ to 52) with a
semimsinusoidal and sinusoidal variation resnectively. This
difference is mainly because of the occurrence of uowelling
and sinking in the south while no such ohenomena takes nlace
in the north. The two regions also react differently to the
two monsoons. The southwest monsoon winds induce onshore



transoortation in the north while they oroduce offshore
transnort in the south. Similarly while the northeast
winds generate offshore transoort in the north they give
rise to nilinguo of water against the coast in the south.
The oresent results in general agree with those of
Prasada Mao and La Pond (1954) and hamanadham and

for Visakhanatnam. However,
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Varadarajulu (
Drasada hao and La Fond (1954) attribute; it vainly to the
steric effect while Ramanadham and Varadarajulu (196?)
considered it due to rainfall. In fact, the influence of
rainfall is automatically incoroorated in the steric effect.
Nevertheless, it is doubtful if the influence of the steric
effect or the rainfall would give rise to such a drastic
variation of more than 5G cm in the sea level (Kesava Das,
1979). Not much information is available to comoare the
sea level variations at the northern stations exceot that of
9rasada Rao and La Fond (1953). They bointed out that the
anolitude of the annual variation is the largest in the
north. As oer their results the annual range in the sea
level at Kidaernore is about 170 ch which agrees with the
nresent results (Fig.5l). The occurrence of the haximum
and minimum in July-August and January-February resnectively

ufith
tally the nresent results.
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5_-Pan" as the eustatic chan/ores in  level are conc-:rned.,
there is a trend of rise in sea level Quring 1950's when
comoa ed to l94O's along the east coast of India (Figs.53

to hi). According to the oresent studv)the naximum
va.i2tion in mean sea level at Visakhanatnam from l947~l955

is l3 cm and from l955~l957 is l0 cm. The méan annual
sea level change observed by Ramanadham and Varadarajulu
(1964) at Visakhaoatnam between the years 1955-1957 was
9.6 ch which agrees with the value of the nresent study
(Fig.53a).

with the helo of the nresent nomograms, the surges
are comouted, for the oast cyclones that crossed the east
coast, for their intensity and angle of incidence. The
comouted and the renorted surges are nresented in Table IX.
The comnuted surge is agreeing extremely well with the
reoorted.

15
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CHAPTER VT

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY ANQ CONCLUSIONS

The present thesis is an outcome of some of the
investigations carried out by the author on storm surges
and sea level variations along the east coast of India, as
it is one of the regions in the world most vulnerable to
storm surges. Its principal aim is to identify the areas
that are maximum affected by the cyclones and suggest a
method by which the surge of an impinging cyclone can be
predicted with the knowledge of the pressure drop, the
approximate size and the angle of incidence of a cyclone.
The aim is achieved by estimating the wind induced surge
for four cases of past cyclones that attacked the east
coast of India and comparing the estimates with the
reported surges to qualify the method of approach. Having
realised that the method of approach gives reasonably
satisfactoryiresults, nomograms of the surge against the
pressure drop are prepared for five representative stations
for varying pressure drop and different radii of curvature
of the cyclones impinging the east coast of India at anglei
of incidence of 909 and l35O from the north.

6



The wind induced surge is computed from winds)
estimated using the gradient wind equation)and actual
bathymetry along the oath of the cvcloneo The pressure
gradient is obtained from synoptic maps. In order to assess
qualitatively the time of occurrence of the peak surge and
its order of magnitude, residual sea level is calculated
by subtracting the hourly astronomical tide taken from the
tide tables, from the recorded tide at the available
tide gauge stations. As the data from the tide gauges
is available only at selected stations, a qualitative study
can alone be carried to qualify the validity of the results "
of the wind setup in the case studies.

The mean seasonal and secular sea levels are

presented using the sea level data supplied by the
permanent service to Mean Sea Level, I O.S~, Bidston
observatory, U.K. The purpose of working out the mean sea
level is to have an idea of the tendency of the change
in mean sea level and to understand the combined height
of the sea level by superimposing the wind induced surge
on the mean sea level.

According to Hang and Liu (l982),the peak of the
surge always appears on the right of the landfall at a
distance of approximately equal to the radius of the
maximum wind. It is a remarkable coincidence that the
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peak of the surge in all case studies is noticed on
the right of the landfall at a distance of about 40-60 km
which is approximately equal to the radius of maximum wind.
In most of the instances the peak occurs at the time of
landfall on the right of the track, but on the left and
along the track the beak is sometimes noticed before the
landfall. Normally, the resurgence commences earlier
on the lefthand side of the landfall. Far left of the
track,negative surge is occasionally observed. The surge
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progress is mainly dependent on the strength onshore
component of the wind and bathymetry, rather than the tide.

Although,no clear~cut correlation is observed
between residual sea level and surge at landfall, in general,
the times of occurrences of higher sea levels almost agreed.
It is also fou that the effect of short period variations
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in the residual curves are very large during the oeriod of
cyclones when combared with that of the normal days.
This information may sometimes be useful for correlating to
the magnitude of the surge that occurs within 200 to 3C0 kms.

The mean sea level in the southern region (Fig.4?)
of the east coast of India depicts a semi~sinusoidal
variation with the orimary maximum and minimum in October

November and harch—April respectively. The secondary
maximum and minimum occur during May—June and July~August



respectively.
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The sea level in the northern region shows
a sinusoidal variation with aaximum in August—Seotember

and minimum in January—February resoectively (Figs; 5Ofto

52). As far as the eustatic changes are concerned
they do not have much influence on the small scale time
variation of sea level which is imoortant in the surge
orediction.

A close comoarison of the nomograms (Figs.6l to 70)
with that of the shelf width (Fig.1) clearly reveals that
higher surges occur at Olaces of wider continental shelf
and least surges at narrow shelf. Thus, the maximum
surge that can be generated at Masulipatnam and the least
at Visakhanatnam are the results of such conditions.
However, it is just not enough if we consider only the
width of the continental shelf but the orientation of
the cyclone track with reference to the coast is also
equally imoortant. It is evident that the surge induced
at an angle of is almost twice that
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. . oincidence of 90

of the one oroduced by a cyclone of the same intensity
when the angle
Masulioatnam.

to be cautious

in the regions
analogy it can
of the cyclone

of incidence is 1350 (Fie.66) at
Therefore, it is of earticular significance
about the angle of incidence of the cyclene
of broad continental shelf. On a similar
also be confirmed that the orientation
track has a little effect at the olaces of
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narrow continental shelf, At Visakhabatnam the
variation of the surge either with the intensity or the
angle of incidence of the cyclone, is highly marginal.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the angle of incidence
is a significant factor when the shelf is broad. Under such
circumstances, it is all the more imnortant to consider
the coastal configuration in the renions of wider continental
shelf where it has a crescent~moon shape like that of
Nizamnatnam Coast. Obviously, the region near
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Nizamoatnam (Fig with a flat based shallow island
is one of the most vulnerable areas to storm surges,
oarticularly, when the angle of incidence of the cyclone
is almost oarallel to the coast. In such a olace the mass
transnort of water by the wind swells un and suoerimnoses
on the oeak surge because of funnelling effect. Similarly,
Nagaoatnam is another vulnerable area to the storm surge
if the angle of incidence is about 1800 and the effect is
even worse if a cyclone imbinces into the Palk Bay at an
angle of incidence of less than 900. The angle of
incidence is equally imoortant for the region around
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- . . . . o _ IParadin when it 18 either 90 or less that. but)for
higher angles of incidence the effect is not orominent.

The water elevation of a surge is decided nrimarily
lby the strength of the cyclone and related closely with the



bathymetry. To simnlify the oroblem, in oractice the
horizontal nressure dradients at sea level are, generally,
used as the main index wfiich reoresents the sea surface- I
wind. Because each DOrt has its individual geograbhic
conditions such as geograbhic oosition, coastline I
configuration and bathymetry, the amblitude of the storm' __  l 1

(1

surge deoends on the action of wind in certain direction.
The toooqranhic effect on the surge is remarkable. The

I -._' .

values df the surges vary with the various tracks of the
cyclone and landfall oositions. For different tyoes of
cyclones, the time of occurrence of the beak surge is

+  \___‘I -".1. _'j ‘_ . . _ 7'
different. when the surge coincides with the high tide,
the occurrence of the beak is slightly earlier than when it
coincides with the low tide. Abart from the effect of
storm surge, near the mouths of the rivers, the combined
effect-of storm surge and tidal bore are imoortant in inland

‘ -. .
flooding. In the case of Contai Cyclone, while the/'1' ' . .
comouted surge is only 1.3 m, the reoorted surge is more' " ‘ L bore that mitht
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tnan 2.0 m, which may be due to the
have been generated by an all-time record rainfall of
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‘29icm in.the Hooghly region in one day.. . ._ ‘_
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Jhile bredicting' surge from the nomograns. an\

element of caution is inveriably essential as the
limitations in the nomograms should not be underestimated.
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The gradient wind equation does not give the direction
of the wind; as a result of which it is not oossible to
identify the onshore comnonent that gives the maximum

offshore comoonent that reduces the surge
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surge and

height. The available local bathymetric charts used are
1959, and the oresent bathymetry might have beenthat of

changed substantially due to either siltation or erosion.
_-\ '

Further, the eressure droo gives only an average pressure
gradient over the whole radius of curvature of the outermost
closed isobar. These limitations are to a certain extent
eliminated by the correction graoh.

The nomograms give only the wind induced surge,
but it is the combined effect of the variation of sea level
'that is to be considered at the time of orediction.
Therefore, the resultant of the sea level at the time of
the cyclone imoinging a coast should be the algebraic
sum of the contributions to the sea level by steric effect,
astronomical tide and inverted barometric effect besides the
wind induced surge. Cf these contributions, except the steric
effect which does net contribute much to the sea level
unless there is heavy raiqfall, the rest can easily be
obtained. The astronomical tide can be known from the

CT
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tide tables and the inversed rometric effect is
aeoroximately one cm rise in sea level for every mb droo Of

1532/.



atmospheric pressure which can be roughly estimated before
the cyclone impinging the coast either from the radar or
satellite pictures. Ofcourse, the wind induced surge can be
estimated from the nomograms if the pressure drop, the
approximate size of the cyclone and the angle of incidence

of the cyclone are knowno Besides)one should also consider
the mean seasonal variation of the sea level over which the
total centribution of the variation in the sea level is to be
superimposed. For that matter,the annual range of the
mean sea level along the east coast varies from about
0.3 m to l.7 m. Unless this variation is taken into account
while predicting the surge height, it may drastically
mislead the prediction.

\

The author presumes that the present nomocrams are

the simplest of all the available nomograms for prediction
of the storm surge, including that of Ghosh (1977). His
attempts will be better rewarded with more accurate

prediction if the nomograms are constructed for more angles
of incidence at many other places with modified bathymetry.
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